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The purpose of the Section is to foster the growth, economic 
viability, and business success of physical therapist–owned 
physical therapy services provided for the benefit of the 
public, and to promote exclusive physical therapist 
ownership of physical therapy services.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

■    Subscription to  , published 11 times a year, 
provides  information about legislative and  regulatory actions 
that affect you, need‑to‑know tips about managing your prac‑
tice, the latest resources from the Section, and much more.

■    Practice management business questions answered through 
website Message Board and Member Resource Program. 
Connect with fellow members for questions and answers 
concerning private practice issues.

■    Discounts and savings on business services, publications, and 
 professional development opportunities.

■    PPS Annual Conference and Exposition: This is the premier 
conference for physical  therapists in  private practice!  
Register at a substantial member discount.

■     Government Affairs: Read about issues on Capitol Hill that 
affect the  physical therapy  profession.
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It is truly amazing how quickly a year goes by! This has been 
a tremendously rewarding year, and it has been an honor to 
serve as your president.
The work that PPS has accomplished this year is the result 

first of having a great board of directors. We are fortunate that 
our board members have a sense of commitment to the section. 
They bring great vision and are always prepared to discuss the 
issues that allow us to continue to move the section forward in 
the best interest of the membership. The board cannot accom‑
plish what we need to without the tremendous support that we 
get from our executive director, Laurie Kendall‑Ellis, and the 
PPS staff. We couldn’t do it without them; they are incredibly 
organized and hold our feet to the fire!

The biggest issue facing private practitioners this year is 
health care reform. I am writing this as I fly home from a Gov‑
ernment Affairs Committee meeting that focused on the issues 
of health care reform. This weekend the committee accom‑
plished an incredible amount and was able to send very specific 
alerts to the APTA Board of Directors on what we see as accept‑
able and unacceptable components in any health care reform 
bill. As of publication, everyone should have received informa‑
tion about the APTA positions. The Government Affairs Com‑
mittee and staff remain very aware of PPS issues and the impact 
that legislation could have on our patients and businesses. Two 
weeks prior to the committee meeting, the PPS board met and 
also held our strategic planning session. At strategic planning, 
twenty people committed to charting the direction of the sec‑
tion. Although we all didn’t always agree, the discussions were 
very productive, and the results will be presented at our general 
business meeting this month in Colorado Springs.

The big news to come out of the board meeting is that the 
PPS board decided to hire a lobbyist to help us through health 
care reform. This is being done in collaboration with Justin 
Moore, PT, DPT, vice president, Government Affairs & Pay‑
ment Advocacy, APTA, and will allow us to have more of a voice 
on the important issues that have impact on private practitio‑
ners. Given the unknowns surrounding health care reform, the 
board felt that it is important to make the biggest commitment 
possible to advocating for our members and our patients. An 
overview of our lobbying focus will be presented at the annual 
conference, and we hope that scheduling allows our lobbyist to 
attend the meeting to meet and address the membership. We 
know the health care reform debate will become more intense 
after legislation is passed and negotiations on the regulations 

begin; our goal is to align PPS and APTA to be in the best posi‑
tion to have an impact on those regulations.

In closing, I would like to thank you for your continued 
membership in the section. I also want to thank all the mem‑
bers who have taken the time to contact me and the PPS office 
over the past year, as the best way for us to work for you is to 
hear from you. Finally, I would like to wish everyone very safe 
and happy holidays, and a very prosperous 2010. ■

Tom DiAngelis, PT
PPS President

FRoM THE dESK oF ToM dIaNGElIS
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EdIToR’S coluMN

In this month’s Impact, you’ll notice a new feature called 
“Member Spotlight.” One of the best benefits of PPS mem‑
bership is that it offers us the chance to learn from each 

other. In Impact, most of our authors are fellow practice own‑
ers. As a result, we get to read about the experiences, programs, 
and strategies of each other. But we don’t often get to read about 
each other.

Recently, I was doing an annual performance review for one 
of my key managers and it struck me that it has been more than 
twenty years since I’ve had a performance review. It got me to 
thinking. How am I doing at this job? Ultimately, the proof is in 
whether or not we are reaching our goals, whether they are rep‑
utation, financial, quality of life, or any other of the countless 
goals that drive us each day.

But it would be nice, even beneficial, to see how our peers are 
doing, what are they thinking, how they manage their busi‑
nesses, what their philosophies and concerns are, and even what 
they do for fun. While not a performance review per se, it 
seemed like a good idea to every now and then feel like we are 
not alone. Hence, “Member Spotlight” was born.

In “Member Spotlight,” you’ll see something new. It is meant 
to be a fun, light, and interesting look at the many unique own‑
ers who make up our section. There will also be much that we 
all can learn from as well.

If you are interested in being featured in “Member Spotlight,” 
please contact me at impact@ppsapta.org.

Bad News—Good News
With the close of this year, I’m sad to announce that Susan 
Isernhagan and Al Amato will be stepping down from the 
Impact editorial board. We will miss these two very much. 
Susan and Al were incredible assets to Impact. If you go back 
and take a look at the two issues they put together earlier this 
year, you will see what I mean.

Al’s June issue on outcomes, benchmarking, and customer 
satisfaction delivered top notch practical content from industry 
experts on how to implement what we all know we should be 
doing, but don’t always get around to. Then, in July, Susan hit a 
home run with her in‑depth content on the diverse entrepre‑
neurial opportunities in the industrial area. I don’t think any of 
us could have paid a consultant for what we learned in just these 
two issues.

Time and again, our section impresses me with the willing‑
ness of the members to reach out and help each other. It is some‑

By Jeff Ostrowski, PT, Managing Editor

thing we can all be proud of. Susan and Al, we thank you for 
continuing that tradition with your service to Impact. Good 
luck in your future endeavors. If you see them at the Annual 
Conference this year, be sure to thank them. Remember, the 
editorial board position is 100 percent volunteer.

The good news is that we have two extraordinary new board 
members replacing them! Welcome to Deb Gulbrandson of 
Cary Physical Therapy & Sports Rehab in Illinois. Deb’s been in 
private practice for 19 years, so she brings a wealth of experi‑
ence to the board. Also, welcome to Ed Ramsey of Ramsey 
Rehab in Massachusetts. Many of you will recognize Ed from 
his frequent posts on the PPS Message Board. If you’ve read his 
posts you know that he is willing to help and very knowledge‑
able. We’re fortunate to have these two fine additions to the edi‑
torial board.

The Annual Conference Issue
As we plot out our strategies to deal with our competitive, 
dynamic industry, there’s plenty of buzz about incentive com‑
pensation strategies and partnerships for physical therapists.  
If you have thought of these items recently, there is plenty for 
you in this issue. Thoughtful consideration and careful plan‑
ning relative to your goals will ensure a viable model that 
enhances your practice. The articles in this issue will get you 
started and be good conversation to those networking at Annual 
Conference

Finally, this issue should be out just in time for Annual Con‑
ference. I hope to get to meet as many of you there as possible. 
Please stop me and let me know what you think of Impact so we 
can improve it and give you what you are looking for in 2010 
and beyond. (Be warned, I will try to recruit you to contribute 
to the magazine!) Also, for all authors from 2009, remember 
that you are invited to the Author’s Reception on Thursday, 
November 12, at 6:00 pm. Please do come by and be recognized 
for your contributions.

Best wishes for success to all who will be implementing 
enhanced compensation plans in the future. Enjoy the 
conference! ■
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Once in a blue moon... something special comes along. 

 
ASTYM, an evidence-based therapy, resolves frustrating musculoskeletal cases by stimulating dysfunctional  
tissue to resorb, regenerate, and remodel. Tendinopathies, muscle strains, and scar tissue from surgery or 

trauma all respond rapidly to ASTYM treatment. The ASTYM program enhances your ability to achieve  
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© 2009 Performance Dynamics®, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  

Without a doubt, the ASTYM treatment is the single  
most influential procedure I’ve gained in my 20-year career.     

Gus Gutierrez, PT, OCS, FAAOMPT  
Partner/Clinic Director  
BRPT-Lake Rehabilitation Centers 
Baton Rouge, LA  
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The Question of 
compensation

One of the more common questions private practice physi‑
cal therapy owners face is how to compensate their team 
of professional staff. The next question for many is, 

Should I offer ownership to the physical therapist(s) I work 
with? Because these questions often seem to be asked in 
sequence, this issue of Impact explores both topics—compensa‑
tion strategies and ownership models.

Recruitment and retention of team members are cited as 
leading drivers in most conversations centering around com‑
pensation. As practice owners, we strive to recruit and retain 
the “best and brightest” for our practice and the patients it 
serves. As such, these standout physical therapists are looking 
for the best compensation package available, and I would 
encourage us not to think of this compensation as just mone‑
tary. In my experience, many therapists are not looking only for 
dollars, but rather for opportunity. This opportunity may be in 
the form of ownership options, but it may also be clinical or 
business training and mentoring, or a specific practice 
environment.

In this issue, we have included articles on different living, 
breathing practice models. They include a few articles on own‑
ership structure and an article on revenue‑sharing compensa‑
tion plans for staff physical therapists. In another article, a 
dual‑ credentialed physical therapist and attorney outlines key 
con siderations in bringing on partners that every practice 
owner contemplating this option should read. Her points are 
revisited in varying degrees throughout the articles on owner‑
ship models.

The take‑home message?
Aligned incentives generally work for both the practice 

owner and the staff (or emerging partner) physical therapist. 
They provide opportunity for individual growth as well as 
greater potential financial opportunity. Aligned incentives may 
lessen an owner’s risk when compared to that of a salaried 
employee. The opportunity for the individual to earn more dol‑
lars if he or she performs well and the practice is successful can 
attract great people. If the incentives are truly aligned (and well 

explained), it goes a long way toward addressing recruitment 
and retention issues.

Former chairman and CEO of General Electric Jack Welch 
makes a great point: “If you pick the right people and give them 
the opportunity to spread their wings and put compensation as 
a carrier behind it, you almost don’t have to manage them.” ■

Kelly Sanders, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC, is president of San Luis Sports 
Therapy & Orthopedic Therapy, San Luis Obispo, CA, and an 
Impact Editorial Board member. She can be reached at  
kelly@slsportstherapy.com or 805-788-0805.

EdIToRIal BoaRd MEMBER MESSaGE

By Kelly Sanders, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC

41FOOT NOTEÊNo.
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call us at 800-840-1487, or stop by booth

205 at the PPS Conference.
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Part 1: Personal data
Practice, Location: Dynamic Systems Rehabilitation, PLLC, 
Scottsdale, AZ

Size of practice: Single location, five employees.
Years in practice: Twenty‑eight.
Most influential book: Does my Kindle count? It is ergo‑

nomically great as opposed to hauling books across country. 
The “notes” function is a must‑have for quotes and bibliogra‑
phies! Otherwise, Peter Senge’s Presence.

Favorite vacation spot: Paris…no contest.
Favorite movie: Finding Neverland, starring Johnny Depp. 

It’s all about telling better stories than what is accepted as the 
norm…and having fun doing it.

How do you like to spend your free time? With my wife and 
children or in casual conversation with a few good friends.

Like most about your job: Making new friends every day 
with those I serve.

Like least about your job: Not enough time to do all the fun 
projects on the back burners.

Most important lesson you’ve learned: I’m not in charge, but I 
am expected do my best to make things better than I found them.

Part 2: Business Philosophy
Describe your essential business philosophy: Real simple…
the Golden Rule and capitalism.

Describe your management style: Guide, mentor, and coach.
Best way you keep a competitive edge: The only person I 

compete with is myself, so coming back to my personal develop‑
ment practice every day keeps me focused on the edges that 
need attention. If I take care of that process, I am fine.

How do you measure your success? By the quality of rela‑
tionships in my life.

Goal yet to be achieved: To meet the president by 2012.
Best decision: To convince my wife to marry me.
Worst decision: Buying a home in northwestern Indiana just 

as the steel industry there died.
Toughest decision: To go to cash practice plus Medicare.
How do you motivate your employees: I don’t. I create a 

stimulating environment that invites curiosity and growth.

Part 3: Your Practice
If you could start over, what would you do differently? Not 
worry what others thought and think for myself and the patient.

Describe your competitive advantage: Offer a high‑value expe‑
rience not available anywhere else in my area of 3.5 million people.

Describe your marketing strategy and highlight your most 
successful action: Ask for and receive referrals from clients so 
there are no sales or marketing expenses.

What unique programs do you offer that set you apart 
from the competition? An integrative, mindful approach to 

movement and pain management in both individual and group 
settings in a beautiful, relaxing environment.

What are the benefits of PPS membership to your prac-
tice? The camaraderie of peers that get up every morning trying 
to make things better.

Part 4: The Future
What worries you about the future of private practice? That 
we will restrict our thinking and potential as leaders in health 
care by clinging to constrained and tired concepts of human 
movement and potential. Fear freezes growth and development 
in individuals and institutions. If we hold onto the image of us 
as the “exercise” experts, market forces will move toward the 
most efficient provider—and it isn’t us. The avalanche of com‑
plex movement disorders headed our way demands we step up 
and address problems commensurate with our education.

What are you optimistic about? The potential and creative pos‑
sibilities of human movement and awareness to bring change and 
healing to not only individuals, but institutions and communities.

What are your goals for the next year? To complete the curricu‑
lum for a certification process in the transformative aspects of phys‑
ical therapy to directly address the above concerns and realize our 
fullest potential. I also have a number of book projects to complete.

Where do you see the best opportunities for your practice 
in the future? In leading the development of group program‑
ming to increase accessibility to rehabilitation services and offer 
affordable options to customers. I also see the development of 
my faculty to fuel both innovation and new business models 
that will keep private practice fresh and relevant.

What do private practitioners need to do to thrive in 
today’s health care environment? I believe if we each embark 
on a regular practice of movement‑based self‑development  
(i.e., not the same old, well‑worn ACSM physical “workout”)  
to enhance our awareness, foster new insight and perspective, 
and set an example for our employees and patients, things will 
work out just fine. If we practice as we do because “we must” or 
“to get paid,” business dynamics will roll right past us and we 
will be a small fragment of what we can become. ■

Matthew can be reached at matt@myrehab.com.

member Spotlight
Matthew J. Taylor, PT, Phd
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FEaTuRE

Executive Summary  
This article provides an attorney’s perspective on the 
common question, “Should I offer my employees 
ownership in my practice?” The author reviews key 
considerations practice owners should ponder when 
contemplating bringing on additional owners.

O
ne of the most common questions I am asked as 
an attorney is how to bring an employee on as a 
shareholder or partner in a private practice. 
Occasionally the business owner is looking for 
an exit strategy for retirement, but the over‑

whelming majority of physical therapists who call me are 
desperate to hire someone and want to use the promise of 
ownership as a recruitment tool. This is not a good idea. 
Being in a business is like being in a marriage. When things 
go wrong, divorce can be both painful and expensive. There‑
fore, private practice owners should choose their partners 
wisely! Not every physical therapist wants the responsibil‑
ity or risk of being an owner. It’s best if both the owner and 
the employee assess this before jumping in bed together. 
Here are a few pieces of advice.

1.  DO NOT offer prospective or new employees an 
ownership interest until after you have worked with 
them past the “honeymoon” phase. Don’t even 
imply it! This can create a claim for breach of con‑
tract, or worse, cause bitter employees to open their 
own private practice across the street from you. If 
you are going to offer future ownership opportuni‑
ties up front, make it contingent upon meeting 
clear performance expectations pursuant to an 

employment agreement. Consider offering “phan‑
tom” or “shadow” stock, requiring employees to 
gradually earn their shares on a vesting schedule, 
giving both you and the employees some time to 
make sure the relationship is going to work before 
they become full‑fledged owners. Consult legal 
counsel before you begin negotiations, because ver‑
bal agreements are sometimes enforceable.

2.  Evaluate the employee’s business owner acumen 
and work ethic. Don’t just offer ownership as a 
reward for clinical competency and/or longevity. 
Clinical competency should be a minimal expecta‑
tion. Clinical excellence doesn’t necessarily need to 
be rewarded with ownership either. Ask yourself 
whether you could replace the employee with 
another equally qualified physical therapist. If the 
answer is yes, consider whether you can encourage 
outstanding performance with a bonus instead of 
ownership shares. Then ask yourself, “If this 
employee left and opened a clinic across the street, 
would he or she be a real threat to my business?”  
If the answer to that question is yes, offering shares 
may be an absolute necessity.

3.  Require employees to buy their shares. Their will‑
ingness to contribute capital and take on risk is a 
good indicator of how serious they are about taking 
on the responsibilities of being a business owner. If 
the employee doesn’t have capital up front to invest, 
a payroll deduction could fund the share purchase, 
but make sure you consult an attorney about any 
possible tax or securities law issues.

4.  Evaluate your options for maintaining manage‑
ment control and your ability to allocate profits and 
losses under your corporate structure and bylaws. 

Choose  
Partners Wisely
By Gwen Simons, PT, JD, OCS, FAAOMPT
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If you are structured as an S‑corporation, you can 
maintain management control by offering nonvoting 
shares or controlling the new shareholder’s interest 
 percentage. However, you cannot allocate profits and 
losses except through salaries and bonuses, and if a 
shareholder decides to leave the organization, you may 
find yourself buying back the shares you issued. A part‑
nership, or limited liability corporation (LLC) that is 
taxed as a partnership, has more flexibility in allocating 
profits and losses among members. In addition, if the 
LLC is manager managed, you can bring the employee 
on as a member (similar to a limited partner in a part‑
nership) with limited rights and responsibilities. An 
LLC that is taxed as an S‑corporation does not have the 
same flexibility.

5.  Consider the option of setting up a separate business 
entity for new business ventures or a new clinic in  
order to limit any risk to the established business, 
 particularly if the two businesses could have different 
owners. The businesses can still share services and 
employees through contract agreements, but the estab‑
lished business would not be liable for the losses of the 
new venture.

Every practice, owner, and employee is different. There are 
many ways to motivate and reward hard‑working employees. 
Whether you, as the business owner, decide to reward employ‑
ees with equity ownership or some other form of compensation, 
protect the business that you’ve built by investing in good advice 
before you give away the store! ■

Gwen Simons, PT, JD, OCS, FAAOMPT, is a physical therapist and 
an attorney at Simons & Associates Law in Scarborough, ME. 
She can be reached at gwen@simonsassociateslaw.com.

Consider improving 
your continuing edu-
cation benefit. offer 
more funds and/or 
days off, for example. 

An investment in the skill of your staff 
helps improve the quality of your ser-
vices and shows your staff that you  
are committed to their professional 
development. That’s a win-win.

TalENT Pool
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Executive Summary  
This article illustrates one practice’s partnership model 
built on the concept of a career ladder. The concepts of 
return on investment (ROI), retirement, and exit strategy 
are highlighted as benefits of this model.

P
artnerships have long been used to grow busi‑
nesses, acquire capital, share risk, reward suc‑
cess and as exit strategies. Physical therapists 
should use partnerships to accomplish these 
same traditional business goals.

If one has chosen a “partnership” as the model of choice 
for their business, structure and formality of that partner‑
ship is critical. It is the intent of this article to offer one 
model of how one may choose to structure a partnership.

Businesses are owned and partnerships are entered into 
for many reasons. Partnerships afford you the opportunity 
to share risk and liability. Partnerships allow for economy 
of scale, to do more with less. Partnerships can provide a 
wonderful opportunity to insure that you get everything 
you need out of your business.

A partnership should include elements of autonomy, 
flexibility, and personal and professional development, 
what I will call a “Career Ladder.” One should also receive 
a return on investment (ROI) for the literal cash investment 
risked. Consideration should also be given for blood, sweat, 
and tears you have poured into your business and your 
partnership. I will call that the “retirement benefit.” Finally, 
a partnership should offer an exit strategy. How do I get out 
of this thing…when I want to, on my terms?

Before I get much further, I must stress that the model 
that I am presenting has evolved over the past ten years with 

input from several business consultants, accounting groups, 
and many attorneys. I cannot offer legal or tax advice. You 
are advised to consult with legal and tax experts in your 
state to make sure that your organization is within the legal 
and regulatory limitations of your state.

Career Ladder. Physical therapists, particularly those in 
private practice, are competitive and driven to progress. 
There should be a clearly laid‑out map for progression in 
your partnership. We progress qualified individuals from 
“Owner” to “Partner” to “Senior Partner.” Each progres‑
sion involves pay raises, increased benefits, and elevated 
partnership responsibilities and titles. See Table 1.

return on Investment. Each partner must have “skin 
in the game.” Without risk and cash investment, the blood, 
sweat, and tears of ownership cannot be fully realized, and 
therefore the partnership and the business will never be 
fully appreciated. When you invest cash, you expect a cash 
return on that investment. The ROI is consistent with the 
sharing ratio or shares that each partner owns. Our share 
value is based on a “Net Asset Valuation.” There are a myr‑
iad of methods to value your practice, and your accountant 
and tax preparer may have a preferred method. We fix our 
share value at $1.00 and return all profits above the $1.00 
share value back to the “Owners” in the form of Dividends. 
The share value is based on tangible, real value of the com‑
pany. When our partners leave the company, their initial 
investment ($1.00 per share) is returned to them over a five‑
year period.

retirement benefit. You should expect a reward for all 
of the late nights, early mornings, missed recitals, and 
missed ballgames. This is the “blue sky” of your business. 

A Comprehensive 
Partnership Model
By Kevin Hulsey, PT, DPT
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This is the intangible part of your business that is difficult to 
value, as no one will ever fully appreciate the sacrifices you have 
made to make your business a success. Your partners are the 
closest people you will ever meet that will have any idea of the 
intangible, blue‑sky value of your contribution to the success of 
the business. We recognize and reward the intangible success  
of a partner with an “Unfunded Retirement Benefit” (URB). 
“Unfunded” because you do not set aside money in an account 
to make the payments; that would be considered a “funded” 
benefit.

Our URB is calculated in a matrix based on points. Points 
are accumulated in our matrix based on the following factors 
that we deemed important to our partnership:

1. Salary—the more you make, the more valuable you are 
to your business.

2. Dividends—The greater the risk, the greater the reward.
3. Bonus—Our bonuses are paid on corporate or business 

contributions, and those should be recognized above 
and beyond treating patients.

4. Profitability—Beyond profit sharing, one should be rec‑
ognized and rewarded if clinics or divisions under one’s 
stewardship are profitable.

5. Growth—growth is important to our partnership, and 
direct contributions to growth, clinics, or partners are 
rewarded.

Table 1

PaRTNERSHIP laddER
uRB (uNFuNdEd 

RETIREMENT BENEFIT) claSS a SHaRES

Pathway to Partnership/Corporate Ladder
1. Access
 a. Invitation only—Unanimous vote of board of directors

 b. Must be employed one year

 c. Must be risk tolerant

2. owner
 a. Has been officially invited to participate

 b. May purchase/own Class A shares

 c. Benefits = Standard employee benefits

•	 	Title(s)	=	PT,	owner,	rehab	director,	executive	titles,	etc.

3. Partner
	 a.	 Purchased/owns	a	minimum	of	10,000	Class	A	shares

 b. Benefits

•	 Health	Savings	Account	with	$100/mo	health	care	benefit

•	 Cell	phone

•	 Con-Ed	=	$750	per	year

•	 4	weeks	of	paid	time	off

•	 Tax	prep

•	 Eligible	to	participate	in	real	estate	ventures

 c. Path

•	 Profit	driven	over	a	52-week	period

•	 Cash	invested

4. Senior Partner
	 a.	 Purchased/owns	a	minimum	of	50,000	Class	A	shares

 b. Benefits

•	 HSA	with	$250/mo	health	care	benefit

•	 Cell	phone	+	spouse	cell	phone

•	 Con-Ed	=	$1,000/yr

•	 6	weeks	of	paid	time	off

•	 Tax	prep

•	 Eligible	to	participate	in	real	estate	ventures

•	 Eligible for URB!
 c. Path

•	 Profit	driven	over	a	52-week	period

•	 Cash	invested	

What do I get when I am 
finished?
1. Not a guaranteed benefit

2. Based on many factors

3.	 Matrix	will	decide	
“points”

a. Salary

b. Dividends

c. Bonus

d. Profitability

e. Growth

4.	 Points	will	equate	to	
dollars

5.	 10-year	pay-out,	after	
Class A shares have 
been paid out

6.	 Vesting	Schedule

a. 0–3 yr = 0 benefit

b.	 4	yr	=	10%

c.	 5	yr	=	20%

d.	 6	yr	=	30%

e.	 7	yr	=	40%

f.	 8	yr	=	50%

g.	 9	yr	=	60%

h.	 10	yr	=	70%

i.	 11	yr	=	80%

j.	 12	yr	=	90%

k.	 13	yr	=	100%

7.	 Penalties	possible	for	
early dissociation that 
leaves debt

1. Must be purchased 
with cash

2. Purchases may occur 
only at the annual 
shareholder meeting

3.	 Valued	at	$1.00

4.	 True	ownership

5. ROI = dividends

6.	 Dividends	paid	quar-
terly and annually

7.	 Buy-out

a.	 	5	yr/60	months

8. Penalties for early 
dissociation

9.  Voting privileges  
– 1 share = 1 vote 
unless otherwise 
noted

PaRTneRShIP MOdel, continued on page 16
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Once you have your matrix, and point values, you then need 
to assign a dollar value to the points. We use the total equity 
number from our balance sheet to assign a dollar value to the 
points. We also implemented a vesting schedule for the URB. 
Our vesting schedule offers no URB for the first three years of 
partnership and escalates 10 percent per year thereafter. The 
URB is paid out over a ten‑year period, and begins after the 
initial investment has been returned over the first five years of 
retirement. So, the first five years of retirement returns the ini‑
tial investment and the next ten years reward via the URB for a 
total of fifteen years of payments.

Why points? Points are not taxed. Gifted shares are a taxable 
event at the time of the gift, not necessarily at the time the shares 
are monetized. See Table 2 for an example of these concepts.

exit Strategy. This model has a mechanism for repayment of 
your cash investment, a mechanism for rewarding you for your 
blood, sweat, and tears (URB), that includes incentive for growth 
of new partners that are being groomed to take your place. Plus, 
terms of your buy‑out have been predetermined.

Partnerships can be a wonderful tool to offer you what you 
want out of your business, a career ladder, ROI, URB, and 
built‑in exit strategy! If you are getting any less than this from 
you business, you may consider some other models for business 
that will help you get what you want from ownership. ■

Kevin Hulsey, PT, DPT, is CEO of RehabAuthority in Meridian, 
Idaho. He can be reached at kevin@rehabauthority.com or  
208-288-1155.

eXPLANATIoN of your Unfunded retirement benefit (Urb)
1.	 First	column	is	“The	Owner.”	I	have	attempted	to	demonstrate	

a	possibility	over	the	span	of	a	career	at	RehabAuthority	(RA).

2. Second column shows how you will accrue points based on 
salary.	The	salary	points	begin	to	accrue	when	you	are	offi-
cially invited to participate in the Partnership Program. Points 
increase as salary increases.

a.	 Owner/Partner/Senior	Partner	(O/P/SP)	will	receive	one	URB	
point	for	every	$1,000.00	of	salary	received	each	year.

3.	 Next	column	is	“Dividends.”	Return	on	investment	(ROI)	is	an	
important	part	of	our	Partnership	Program.	Risks,	cash	invest-
ment,	and	“skin	in	the	game”	are	important	measurements	of	
ownership. A partner’s willingness to assume risk is certainly a 
factor in the calculation of your retirement benefit.

a.	 O/P/SP	will	receive	one	URB	point	for	every	$1,000.00	of	
dividends received.

4.	 Next,	we	wanted	a	system	that	would	reward	the	partners	for	
business	contributions	to	RA,	outside	of	treating	patients	and	
building a practice. Paying a bonus based on a performance 
review is a direct reflection of the contributions of the O/P/SP!

a.	 O/P/SP	will	receive	one	URB	point	for	every	$1,000.00	of	
bonus received.

b.	Executive	positions	require	work	outside	of	the	day-to-day	
grind of seeing patients.

c.	We	want	to	reward	and	recognize	our	O/P/SP	for	excep-
tional work.

d.	 To	be	eligible,	one	must	have	“Exceeded	Expectations”	on	
their job performance review.

e.	Realizing	that	many	owners	fill	many	titles,	this	bonus	is	
based on the title that is the highest on the organizational 
chart.	Ideally,	this	is	the	title	that	would	contribute	the	most	
to the infrastructure of our organization.

Continued on page 17

PaRTneRShIP MOdel, continued from page 15

Table 2
PaRTNERSHIP PRoGRaM—ExaMPlES

Salary
1 Point / 
$1,000

dividends
1 Point / 
$1,000

Bonus
1% of 
Salary

1 point / 
$1,000

Profit 
Sharing
1 Point / 
$1,000

Growth 
Points

ToTal 
Points

uRB
Pool

$276 / pt. vesting

class a 
Shares

$1.00 ea

Total  
Retirement

class a
+ uRB

Pay / mo 

1 yr

Owner

65 0.5 0.65 0.3 66.5 $16,946 0%

$0

$10,000

0.5%

5 yr

Partner

330 2.5 3.25 2.5 100 438 $120,957 20%

$24,191

10,000

0.5%

$10,000

$167	/	$201

10 yr

Senior 
Partner

715 27.5 10 9 200 961 $265,374 70%

$185,761

50,000

2.5%

$235,761

$833	/	$1,548

14	yr 955

$75k/yr

37 16 14 300 1,322 $364,872 100%

$364,872

50,000

2.5%

$220,000

$833	/	$3,040

20 yr 1,405

$90k/yr

58 33 43 500 2,039 $562,764 100%

$562,764

100,000

4.3%

$662,764

$1,667	/	
$4,690
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f.	 The	O/P/SP	will	complete	the	review	as	an	exercise	of	self-
reflection.	Then,	the	O/P/SP	will	contact	the	person	directly	
above them on the organization chart for completion of the 
review. It then becomes the responsibility of the person com-
pleting	the	review	to	schedule	the	in-person	review,	before	
November	30	of	the	year	in	question.

g.	 If	you	have	“Exceeded	Expectations”	on	the	performance	
review	in	question,	you	will	receive	a	1	percent	cash	bonus	in	
December.

h. If the O/P/SP does not complete their portion and notify their 
senior	on	the	on	organization	chart,	the	O/P/SP	becomes	ineli-
gible	for	a	bonus	for	the	year	in	question.

i. If the O/P/SP completes their portion of the review and noti-
fies	their	senior	for	completion,	but	the	senior	fails	to	finish	
the	review	before	November	30	of	the	year	in	question,	it	will	
be	assumed	that	the	O/P/SP	in	fact	scored	“Exceeded	Expec-
tations” and will receive the cash bonus and the URB points.

5.	 Next	is	profit	sharing.	Profit	sharing	is	a	direct	reflection	of	the	
success	of	RA.	Profit	sharing,	under	our	system,	is	also	a	direct	
reflection of the success and contributions of the leadership of 
the	clinic(s)	that	receive	profit	sharing.	This	needs	to	be	recog-
nized and rewarded.

a. Profit sharing will be paid per RA policy.

b.	O/P/SP	will	receive	one	URB	point	for	every	$1,000.00	of	
profit sharing received.

6.	 The	final	column	in	the	matrix	recognizes	growth.

a.	 Growth	is	the	life	blood	of	every	organization,	and	RA	is	no	
exception.

b. We are a partnership company that is “pleased but never 
satisfied!”

c.	 Growth	requires	more	physical	therapists.	More	physical	
therapists yield more clinics. More physical therapists and 
more clinics will result in more great partners to help us 
drive our Vision.

d.	Every	O/P/SP	is	rewarded,	indirectly,	for	growth	by	increased	
salaries,	increased	benefits,	increased	dividends,	and	
increased profit sharing.

e.	Every	O/P/SP	is	directly	rewarded	for	contributing	to	the	
long-term	success	of	RA.

f. We will reward and recognize partners for contributing 
directly to the growth of the company by bringing new clin-
ics and/or new partners.

g.	 The	board	of	directors	will	assign	the	growth	points.

h.	Each	new	clinic/entity	will	result	in	the	issuance	of	about	
100 growth points.

i.	 Each	new	Senior	Partner	recruited/attracted	will	result	in	the	
issuance of about 100 growth points.

j.	 The	points	will	be	officially	awarded	at	the	annual	share-
holder meeting.

k.	 The	board	of	directors	may	also	choose	to	recapture	growth	
points if a clinic closes without ever reaching a profitable 
level,	and/or	if	a	Senior	Partner	leaves	RA	prematurely	and	
that Senior Partner is penalized for early departure.

7.	 Next	is	the	total	number	of	points	earned	by	each	partner.

8.	 Next	is	your	percentage	based	on	the	total	earned.	Keep	in	
mind	that	as	we	progress,	your	percentage	may	go	down,	
but	your	actual	value—the	net	worth,	the	bottom	line	of	your	
URB—should grow!

9. URB pool is the pool of money available to pay out to anyone 
deciding to retire. Your percentage of points will dictate what 
percentage of URB pool dollars you are eligible for. We will 
 calculate this amount annually as a multiple of two times total 
equity	(found	near	the	bottom	of	the	balance	sheet)	for	the	prior	
calendar	year.	Last	year	we	were	at	about	$1,200,000,	so,	
$1,200,000	x	2	=	$2,400,000.

10. Your total URB is subject to vesting and potential penalties if your 
dissociation causes undue financial distress to RA and/or its part-
ners.	The	intent	is	to	reward	loyalty	and	longevity.

11.	Next	is	the	Class	A	shares.	This	is	the	total	cash	invested	in	RA.

a.	 Class	A	shares	will	be	fixed	at	$1.00	each.

b.	 The	difference	in	share	value,	based	on	an	annual	net	asset	
valuation,	will	be	distributed	pro	rata	in	the	form	of	dividends.

c.	When	a	partner	is	dissociated,	the	value	of	their	Class	A	
shares	will	be	returned	to	the	partner	over	a	five-year	period,	
sixty	equal	installments,	no	interest.

12.	Lastly	is	total	retirement,	the	amount	you	will	receive	if	you	 
leave RA.

a.	 This	column	offers	total	value	of	the	retirement	package.

b.	 The	second	line	offers	the	amount	of	the	sixty	monthly	install-
ments to buy back the Class A shares.

c.	 Next	in	that	same	row	is	the	amount	of	the	monthly	URB	
installment,	based	on	120	equal	monthly	payments.
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Executive Summary  
This article outlines three key points to consider before 
offering a partnership to a physical therapy employee. 
The author then outlines the process her practice 
employed to add additional partners to the organization.

A
re you an owner of a successful private practice? 
Do you have physical therapists in your practice 
who display qualities that would make them a 
great addition to your partnership? Have any of 
these physical therapists expressed interest in 

joining your partnership? Have you planned how you will 
handle your transition from working partner to retirement? 
All of these questions will need to be addressed as your 
practice grows and matures. The purpose of this article is to 
outline the method that we chose as our transition plan. 
Before I describe the method that my co‑owner and I used 
to bring in new partners, I would like to highlight three 
important points:

1. Bringing in a new partner requires careful thought 
and planning. In my opinion it is a good idea to 
work in the clinic and in the management arena 
with the physical therapist for a year or more so you 
both feel secure that your treatment and manage‑
ment styles blend well. You may risk failure if you 
do not know your future partner’s skills and per‑
sonality traits. In the August 2009 issue of Impact 
(p. 38), Erika Trimble outlined the ten qualities of a 
partner. I encourage you to read this article and take 
the quiz. If you don’t have the August issue at hand, 
find it on the PPS website in the Impact archives.

2. Transition planning takes skill and knowledge. In 
his book Transitions, James E. Glinn, Sr., PT, 
describes how to position your physical therapy 
practice and create your succession plan. I encour‑
age every practice owner to read this book before 
planning an exit strategy. Glinn points out that 
there are many choices to make when transitioning. 
He explains how to understand the “goodwill 
value” of your practice. Glinn’s book leads you 
through the preparation, implementation, and 
completion of the sale of your practice.

3. You will need to hire experts. You will need an 
accountant skilled in valuation and tax issues and a 
lawyer who can write your buy/sell agreement.

My partner and I began our practice in 1987, and by 
1999 we knew we had a great opportunity and wanted to 
bring in a third partner. We used our accountant to help us 
value our practice and began the process of creating a prac‑
tical method to allow our third partner to buy into the 
practice. This process took almost a year because we took 
the time to work on a very thorough agreement that would 

An Employee to 
Partner Pathway
By Julie Ellis, PT, SCS, CSCS

eMPlOyee TO PaRTneR, continued on page 20

1987: Opened practice.
Two equal partners 
split profits equally, 
worked equal hours.

2001: Third partner 
buys in at 33.3%

FEaTuRE
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eMPlOyee TO PaRTneR, continued from page 18

protect our practice in times of unplanned change. Our buy/sell 
agreement covers what will happen if a partner exits early due 
to death, disability, or any other event. Do not enter into an 
agreement without thinking about these issues in advance. In 

2008 we brought in two additional partners at a different per‑
centage than the original three partners. We envision that one 
partner may want to exit in the next ten years. The function of 
a good buy/sell agreement is to allow this transition to occur 
smoothly, without additional financial stress on the business.

Our accountant believed that valuations should be kept as 
simple as possible. He explained that experience taught him 
that if you have three different persons valuing the business, 
then you usually get three wide‑ranging valuation amounts. 
The first questions he asked were what do you believe the busi‑

ness is worth, and what do you feel would be a fair price to sell 
at? It may be that you need go no further if you can come to an 
agreement at this time.

We needed help to value the goodwill, or “blue sky,” of the 
business. Valuing the assets such as the equipment and accounts 
receivable was something we could be exact about, as we knew 
what percentage we collect on average, how much it costs to 
replace equipment, and how much equipment can be sold for. 
The accountant used various methods to come up with the 
goodwill valuation. Present value of cash flows and percentage 
of net revenues are examples of some methods used. We used 
this expertise only the first time we needed a valuation.

Since then, we have a yearly meeting after the previous year’s 
financial statements and tax returns are completed and decide 
between the partners if the amount of goodwill we had deter‑
mined the previous year should be increased or decreased. Fac‑
tors we would consider upon revaluing include any increase in 
profits, business climate, potential for gaining or losing new 
revenue sources, and legislation affecting insurance reimburse‑
ment. We then formally put that into the minutes of our part‑
ners’ meeting and the partners sign off on that amount, thereby 
agreeing that this is the amount of goodwill we will use if a buy/
sell event should occur.

This goodwill valuation number also was discussed when‑
ever we decided to add partners. Essentially we would take the 
goodwill number and add to that the fair market value of the 
equipment and other assets and the collectible value of the 
accounts receivable, subtract the fair value of the liabilities of 
the partnership, and multiply this times the percentage offered 
for sale. This was a take‑it‑or‑leave‑it offer, and we would not 
negotiate price. If the potential partners agreed to the buy‑in 
amount, we would negotiate the terms, such as the amount 
down, the length of payoff, and the interest rate. We chose seven 
years with no down payment and an interest rate equal to what 
we used within our partnership agreement to allocate profits. 
The terms we would offer would take into account the potential 
new partners’ ability to pay. We also looked at the buy‑in install‑
ment payments embodied in the deal to see, based on our finan‑
cial history, if the potential partners could make the payments 
through their increased cash flow from the business. We did 
not want them to endure undue stress to make the payments, 
but on the other hand, we wanted them to have an investment of 
their own money in the partnership so a decision to leave the 
partnership would have financial considerations for them.

The graphs below outline the history of the introduction of 
partners into the business and also project the buy‑out of the 
senior partner in the future. ■

Julie Ellis, PT, SCS, CSCS, is co-owner of Center For Physical 
Rehabilitation in Twin Falls, ID. She is currently serving as the 
PPS secretary and has been on the Board of Directors for five 
years. She can be reached at jept@magiclink.com.

The function of a good buy/sell 
agreement is to allow this transition to 

occur smoothly, without additional 
financial stress on the business 
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Executive Summary  
This article outlines a compensation strategy in which staff 
physical therapists participate in a revenue-sharing plan. 
The author elaborates on the thought process she used  
to develop this plan as well as the approach she used to 
present the plan to her team of physical therapists.

O
ne of the few positive things to come out of the 
University of Washington’s dismal football sea‑
son was a conversation I had with my sister‑in‑
law, a physician, as we tried to distract ourselves 
from another beat‑down of the Huskies. We 

may have been discussing motivation (“What does it take 
for Willingham to coach this team to a win?”) or salaries in 
general (“We paid $1.43 million for this?”), when she men‑
tioned that she, like many physicians in a group practice, is 
paid a percentage of her charges. In contrast, my staff phys‑
ical therapists were paid a set salary with a bonus based on 
the number of patient visits. In outpatient physical therapy, 
however, this was making less financial sense, as our reim‑
bursement was languishing and even declining with some 
carriers, causing revenue to stagnate—even with high patient 
visits. Our profit margin was shrinking and staff expected 
progressive wage increases; they did not realize the effect of 
the current health care climate on the bottom line. Why 
not adopt a profit‑sharing compensation plan for my physi‑
cal therapists, similar to physician models?

After researching a variety of compensation plans and 
formulas, I chose to revise our current compensation policy 
to a revenue‑sharing plan. Simply put, each physical thera‑
pist is paid a percentage of the expected revenue of their 
monthly billing, based on current reimbursement fee 

schedules. As physical therapists continue to move toward 
autonomous practice, I felt that this compensation plan fit 
with the goals of Vision 2020 (American Physical Therapy 
Association, June 2007, www.apta.org). In establishing this 
compensation plan, I followed these guidelines:

1. Compensation should build professional respect 
and independence by rewarding excellent clinical 
practice and customer service.

2. Compensation should be fair and equitable to the 
company and physical therapist while increasing 
awareness of current health care reimbursement 
issues.

3. Compensation should encourage teamwork and 
group practice in order to share overhead costs and 
provide practice stability.

In staff meetings, units per visit and visits per month 
were routinely discussed, and physical therapists had a 
rough idea of how much was billed per visit. However, more 
specific knowledge of our clinic’s fee schedule and expected 
revenue, or discounted amounts, was needed for them to 
feel comfortable with this compensation plan. Using data 
from three prior months, the physical therapists were 
shown what they billed out, expected revenue, as well as the 
more familiar numbers of units per visit and total visits. 
These numbers were plugged into a spreadsheet showing 
them expected compensation for those months under this 
new plan. I also reviewed current reimbursement fee sched‑
ules for our major carriers, including Medicare and Medic‑
aid, and the average discount our clinic took on charges.

To present a complete picture of both revenue and ex‑
penses, I compiled a summary of each physical therapist’s 
total cost to the company. This included salary, medical and 
dental benefits, paid time off, employment taxes and federal 

Moving  
Beyond Salary
By Holly Gullickson, PT, OCS, CSCS
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contributions made by the company, professional liability insur‑
ance, continuing education, and other fringe benefits. This total 
sum was considered their individual overhead expense.

There was some concern that moving to a compensation 
 system based on individual performance would create competi‑
tion or encourage a physical therapist to start his or her own 
practice. To demonstrate the benefit of staying in a group, I also 
showed them a simplified expense report for administrative 
overhead. This included administrative and support staff wages, 
supplies, rent, advertising, and all other overhead expenses. 
When divided among the physical therapists, they could see the 
benefit of remaining in the group to collectively pay for these 
unavoidable expenses.

For many owner/physical therapists, the idea of profit can be 
a difficult subject to discuss with employees. Employees see us 
working as physical therapists, but often do not see the extra 
hours put in performing administrative duties or understand 
the element of risk. There are loans to repay, planning for the 
future, payroll that must be covered even when Medicare 
decides to freeze payments for a week, and a myriad of unseen 
risks with private practice ownership. Fortunately for us, risk is 
offset with many rewards, one of which is profit. I explained to 
the physical therapists that some profit should remain in the 
company coffers to cover unexpected expenses, capital expenses, 
and growth opportunities; and, that as the owner, with my 
name on the line and the ultimate responsibility of the company 
in my hands, some profit returns to me. However, under this 
plan, more profit returns to them as well.

This type of compensation plan and how to implement it 
becomes very specific to each practice’s financial and patient 
care goals, as well as the physical therapists involved in the pro‑
gram. Because it is a sharp departure from a typical salary plan, 
a transition period that allows physical therapists and owners to 
evaluate the possible changes is recommended. Another option 
would be to have a lower guaranteed base salary with a bonus 
based on a percentage of revenue. However changes are imple‑
mented, compensation should always encourage a higher level 
of professional respect and responsibility and advance our pro‑
fession as a whole. ■

Holly Gullickson, PT, OCS, CSCS, is President/CEO of Cascade 
Sport and Spine Rehabilitation, Centralia, WA. She can be 
reached at hollyfritzpt@comcast.net or via U.S. mail at  
PO Box 1338, Centralia, WA 98531.

d e V e l o Pi n g a 
c o m Pe n sati o n Pl a n

1. Calculate actual cost per physical therapist. Include 
payroll	taxes	and	benefits.

2.	 Calculate	other	business	expenses	(minus	physical	
therapist	cost).

3. Determine the revenue or billing needed to cover 
expenses	plus	desired	profit.

4.	 Calculate	percent	of	revenue	or	billing	needed	for	
desired level of therapist compensation.
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Executive Summary  
Payment is flat. Salary expenses are increasing. Read 
this article to learn about an innovative compen sa tion 
strategy that emphasizes shared risk and reward.

A
s the profession of physical therapy approaches 
Vision 2020, one of many issues that continues  
to move to the forefront of practice in our field  
is compensation. Historically, compensation  
has been under the auspices of the employer/

employee model. Our profession has focused on physical 
therapists getting a job rather than going into a profession. 
This concept causes a contradiction in Vision 2020 and how 
I believe we are evolving as a profession. If we are to be an 
autonomous profession, should it not include the entire spec‑
trum of our profession, including methods of payment? 

The average payment for an outpatient visit over the last 
fifteen years has increased 1 percent to 10 percent. The aver‑
age starting salary has increased by 100 percent to 120 per‑
cent, and the minimum wage has increased 71 percent. It 
doesn’t take a mathematician to figure out that if our expenses 
continue to grow at these astounding rates and payment 
stays flat or decreases, our profession is in a losing position.

In private practice, there are some major hurdles to over‑
come. If you have spent the better part of your career person‑
ally sacrificing time and finances to build a practice, you may 
find it difficult to allow a “newcomer” to come in and benefit 
from all your labor. Independent control and the name you 
have built are a large part of your practice’s success. We often 
conclude that the only thing to offer  people is partnership 
(ownership). I believe that there are other ways to reward 
employees. So how do we elevate to an autonomous profes‑
sion without always having to look at ownership?

My practice has chosen to reward professionals accord‑
ing to their body of work and to hold down fixed costs. This 
system establishes a shared risk‑and‑reward compensation 
model that is quite different than the traditional employee/
employer model with a salary and a 9‑to‑5 mentality. The 
basis of our plan is to encourage people to be accountable  
in the way they practice and deliver their individual ser‑
vices. We have monthly visit and procedure floors and tar‑
gets. Once physical therapists exceed both of these 
measures, they are paid a per‑visit fee. There are multiple 
levels at which they are rewarded beyond the base num‑
bers. The reward is paid monthly so it is more frequent, and 
the entry levels in the program are achievable. This pro‑
vides room for professionals to develop “their practice” and 
have a direct reward for their efforts. The base salaries and 
per‑visit fees increase as tenure with our company increases, 
as well. 

Our plan is also designed to encourage accountability 
for professional behavior. This includes understanding the 
various payers and how they reimburse for services. We 
also look at customer satisfaction. We do this by evaluat‑
ing the ratio of patients seen to the number of patients 
scheduled. Our plan creates an environment in which 
physical therapists are encouraged to call their patients to 
remind them of their appointments rather than settle for 
openings in their schedule caused by no‑shows. This also 
promotes professional accountability, as patients who 
receive poor care tend to miss or cancel appointments, 
suggesting a problem with the physical therapist. Clinical 
documentation is also a critical component, as compliance 
and ethical treatment are a must for professional and 
autonomous behavior. Monthly chart audits that examine 
frequency, procedures, documentation, and outcomes are 
performed to hold the physical therapist to a high profes‑
sional standard.

A Compensation 
Plan for Vision 2020
By Patrick D  Graham, PT, MBA
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In our system, professionals are encouraged to excel in these 
areas, many of which are the founding pillars of our company. 
Through this method, professionals develop a sense of owner‑
ship and accountability, as well as receive direct reward for their 
efforts. This sense of ownership enables them to contribute to 
the overall management and operation of the entire practice. 
Our model works for all of the health care settings in our spec‑
trum of care. It has provided the sense of ownership, account‑
ability, and autonomy that I feel is needed to be a successful 
profession in the future. Actual ownership can be a part of this 
model, but not a necessity.

If we do not make this paradigm shift as a profession and 
welcome fellow professionals with a compensation system that 
encourages excellence, then I don’t believe there is any way to 
accomplish Vision 2020 and truly be autonomous. We need to 
promote the concept that physical therapy is more than just a 
job, it is a profession. As practice owners, we must be more than 
employers looking for employees. ■

Patrick Graham, PT, MBA, is president and chief operating officer 
of Human Performance & Rehabilitations Centers, Inc., Columbus, 
GA. He served as PPS vice president from 2005 to 2007. He can be 
reached at pgraham@hprc.net.
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“Expect the unexpected” was a common recommenda‑
tion made by speakers at APTA’s 2009 State Govern‑
ment Affairs Forum. Hosted in Phoenix by the Arizona 

chapter, this year’s forum attracted a record number of attend‑
ees from across the country to discuss issues that chapters are 
facing in their state houses and to share the lessons learned 
from experience.

Being prepared for the unexpected in state legislative affairs 
is not only a good idea, it’s critical. Chapters cannot afford to be 
caught off guard when there is so much at stake. Recognizing 
that chapters need information and support, APTA’s State Gov‑
ernment Affairs Department coordinates this annual forum so 
that chapter members, staff, and lobbyists can network with 
colleagues and enhance their awareness of both ongoing and 
emerging issues.

The forum opened with a discussion of health care reform. 
An up‑to‑the minute briefing on reform efforts in Congress 
was provided, and those efforts were critiqued by two Arizona 
state representatives. The priorities of APTA’s Government 
Affairs Committee were described and discussed. On the state 
level, the Health Care Home model of primary care being 
implemented in Minnesota was described at its current point in 
development.

Attendees heard about the Kentucky state board’s legal pro‑
cess involving an orthopedic practice that offered “PT services” 
provided by an athletic trainer and billing 97001 and 97002 
CPT codes. This discussion of statutory protection of the term 
“physical therapy” revealed how exemption clauses in statutes 
can expose the risk of threat to terminology protection.

In support of chapters’ efforts against the ongoing attempts 
by chiropractors who seek to make manipulation unlawful for 
physical therapists, the work of the APTA Manipulation Task 
Force was described. Its multifaceted approaches serve to help 
defend the scope of physical therapy practice and promote 
thrust manipulation training.

The Wisconsin chapter shared the results of its physical ther‑
apy workforce survey, which looked at the various practice set‑
tings and geographic areas within the state. APTA’s Research 
Department’s support in addressing workforce issues was dis‑
cussed, and assumptions about causal factors were explored. 
Various solutions such as increasing class sizes in physical ther‑
apist and physical therapist assistant programs were critiqued, 
and each state was challenged to collect employment data on  
all licensees.

Three workshops highlighted potential areas of legislative 
action relating to emerging technology and scope of practice. 
Diagnostic sonography by physical therapists was discussed  
in the context of legislation that may prohibit the use of thera‑
peutic ultrasound by physical therapists as states attempt to 
define qualified sonographic providers. The workshop on ani‑
mal rehab raised issues around the regulation of physical ther‑
apists and others who provide these services. These issues 
included scope of practice and term and title protection of 
physical therapy. The low‑level laser workshop highlighted the 
need to examine related and little‑known statutes that impact 
physical therapy scope of practice as newly developed technol‑
ogies emerge.

Being prepared and vigilant as chapters seek elimination of 
referral for profit is more important than ever. While chapters 
research and debate legislative and legal approaches to this 
 concern, the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons is 
actively pursuing a strategy of inserting language into physical 
therapy practice acts that would guarantee a physician’s right to 
own a physical therapy practice.

This year’s forum also focused on an analysis of the Iowa 
chapter’s efforts to curtail physician referral for profit through 
the rulemaking process and on a lawsuit in the state of Wash‑
ington against a physician‑owned physical therapy practice. 
These differing approaches and their risks were examined and 
followed by small group discussions and an open forum.

In light of the notion that referral for profit affects the prac‑
tice of physical therapy in settings beyond private practice, 
 participants generated ideas and strategies to increase aware‑
ness of request for proposal among members and nonmembers. 
Compliance issues were identified that expose our practices to 
the same criticism by regulators as are being leveled against 
 physician‑owned physical therapy services. This prompted an 
examination of our own practice‑and‑referral arrangements as 
they relate to referral for profit.

Find out which physical therapists and student physical ther‑
apists attended the forum for your state and find out what they 
learned that can help protect and promote physical therapy in 
your state. And think about attending next year’s forum in 
Portland, OR, or consider sponsoring someone else to attend. 
So much is at stake and it will pay off to be prepared. ■

Kathleen Picard, PT, is vice president of OSI Physical Therapy  
in Stillwater, MN. She can be reached at  
kpicard@therapypartners.com.

Expect the Unexpected
By Kathleen Picard, PT
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“Having participated in PT Benchmark myself, I can speak directly to the importance of the 
information obtained. PT Benchmark is a complete tool that evaluates all aspects of your 

practice, its operations and finances—all critical in today’s practice environment. Knowing the 
importance of having this information available, the PPS recommends PT Benchmark in hopes 

that more practices will be able to benefit from participation in this program.”

Tom DiAngelis, PT, President of

HCSConsulting
Putting Health Care Strategies Into Action

To sign up for PT Benchmark 2010, 
call or visit our extensive web site today

949.280.3449

www.HCSconsulting.com

You and your staff love treating patients but when all is said and done, 
what matters most is your Bottom Line. Join PT Benchmark 2010 and 
get the vital information you need to make the right business decisions!

At the end of the day…
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When we read the pages of Impact, the importance of 
successful marketing and the work that goes into 
developing a successful marketing program are read‑

ily apparent. When considering marketing options and deter‑
mining the appropriate individual or firm to market a particular 
practice, remember that certain federal and state laws may 
affect the way a marketing relationship can and should be 
structured. One of the key considerations in structuring such a 
relationship is maintaining compliance with the requirements 
of the federal Anti‑Kickback Statute1 and its regulations (col‑
lectively, the Anti‑Kickback Rules).

The Anti‑Kickback Rules make it a criminal offense to 
knowingly and willfully offer, pay, solicit, or receive any remu‑
neration (commonly thought of as a payment or reward) to 
induce referrals of items or services reimbursable by federal 
health care programs. At first glance, this language appears to 
describe a marketing relationship. Partly because of this appar‑
ent conflict between the Anti‑Kickback Rules and the need  
to market health care generally, the Department of Health  
and Human Services, Office of Inspector General (OIG) has 
addressed this issue to assist private practices and others with 
compliance in this area. One of the key differences addressed in 
the OIG’s guidance, at times directly and at times indirectly, is 
whether the practice’s marketer is a bona fide employee of the 
practice or an independent contractor retained by the practice 
to provide marketing services. The OIG analyzes these relation‑
ships differently under the rationale that an independent con‑
tractor has less accountability to the practice than an employee,2 
a factor that may raise additional concerns for the OIG.3

In the independent contractor context, the OIG has stated 
that while it believes that many marketing and advertising 
activities may involve at least technical violations of the statute, 
it recognizes that many of these activities do not warrant pros‑
ecution. The OIG has indicated that many advertising and mar‑
keting activities warrant safe harbor protection (protection 
under which a payment is not treated as a criminal offense 
under the Anti‑Kickback Rules) under the personal services 
and management contracts safe harbor.4 To satisfy the safe har‑
bor, there are a number of requirements, including, but not lim‑
ited to, that the agreement be in writing and signed, set out the 
services to be provided, not be for a period of less than one year, 
and set the compensation in advance consistent with fair mar‑
ket value in an arm’s‑length transaction. Additionally, the com‑

pensation cannot be determined in a manner that takes into 
account the volume or value of referrals or business otherwise 
generated between the parties. As to the issue of compensation 
in this context, the OIG has indicated that suspect characteris‑
tics of these arrangements include compensation‑based factors 
such as percentages of sales. Whether the requirements of the 
safe harbor are met or whether the Anti‑Kickback Rules are 
otherwise violated is determined on a case‑by‑case basis.

In the employee context, remuneration under the Anti‑Kick‑
back Rules specifically does not include an amount paid by an 
employer to an employee who has a bona fide employment rela‑
tionship.5 Since an amount paid to a bona fide employee is not 
remuneration, and remuneration is an element of the Anti‑
Kickback Rules, the Anti‑Kickback Rules are generally not the 
controlling factor in analyzing a marketing relationship in the 
employer/employee context. As a result, there may be increased 
compensation options in a marketing relationship with an 
employee as opposed to that with an independent contractor.

Overall, there are a number of different arrangements 
through which a marketer, whether as an employee of the prac‑
tice or through an independent contractor relationship, can 
offer services to benefit the practice. When structuring such an 
arrangement, it is important that a practice consider the Anti‑
Kickback Rules and assure that its particular arrangement is 
compliant with those rules, as well as any state laws or other 
federal rules that may be implicated. ■

Paul Welk, PT, JD, is a Private Practice Section member and a 
physical therapist attorney with Tucker Arensberg, P.C., where he 
frequently advises physical therapy private practices in the areas 
of corporate and health care law. Questions or comments can be 
directed to pwelk@tuckerlaw.com or 412-595-5536.

References
1 42 U.S.C. §1320a‑7b.
2 56 Federal Register 35952, 35981.
3 Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector 
General Advisory Opinion No. 04‑09.
4 56 Federal Register at 35974.
5 42 C.F.R. §1001.952(i).

Compliance Considerations for Structuring  
Marketing Arrangements
By Paul J. Welk, PT, JD
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Speakers include:  Scott Ege PT, Ginnie Halling PT, Nancy Bellendorf OTR, Libby McCoy OTR, 
Curt DeWeese PT, Sarah Budde COHN, CSE, Sue and Dennis Isernhagen and more.
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As with most things of importance, there’s a lot to know 
when developing an online presence for a private physi‑
cal therapy practice. And as the relevance of the Internet 

continues to grow for both practices and patients, the need to 
keep up to speed with a number of essential elements required 
for good website development grows, too.

This article covers a number of these elements, providing an 
overview of the aspects of the private practice website that truly 
matter to you and your patients. Specifically, we’ll look at design, 
navigation, information, and integration—each of which plays 
an important role in giving your audience an online experience 
that will attract them to your practice and keep them there.

design
The most important aspect of the private practice website, 
design is the first element your audience will see, and it will 
frame the rest of their online visit. Design is the element that 
engages and keeps visitors on your website long enough to eval‑
uate you as a potential provider, and it is often the first impres‑
sion that they’ll get of your practice. Regardless of your practice 
size or website budget, you should keep the design elements 
below in mind when designing your website.

Branding. Your website is an extension of your practice’s 
brand identity. Make this extension rich with your brand 
essence through the use of a color scheme and design elements 
that clearly identify your brand. Communicate your brand 
identity by including key messages that are essential to your 
brand identity, such as taglines, slogans, and testimonials.

Cleanliness. If you were providing a tour of your practice to 
a potential client or referral source, you’d tidy it up, right? 
Ensuring that your website is neat and tidy is equally impor‑
tant—and it takes an eye for detail. Cut out the clutter of long, 
bulky descriptions of services, and use ample white space to 
offer the visitor an experience that speaks softly yet confidently 
of your services, without the visual “noise” associated with the 
use of too many words, images, and icons.

Consistency. Because people browse quickly through web 
pages, layout consistency between pages is key to providing visi‑
tors with a structured, visually appealing experience on your 
site. Important elements of consistency include the location of 
site-specific information such as site links and navigation bars, 
as well as page-specific information such as the location of 
images and content. Using a consistent image size and location 
of page‑specific information will provide the visitor with an 
experience that is both reliable and easy to navigate.

Navigation
Second only to design, navigation is critical to the development 
of a good private practice website. Navigation makes the differ‑
ence between a user experience that is efficient and productive, 
and one that is frustrating and leaves users without the infor‑
mation they are seeking. To ensure fluid site navigation on your 
website, consider the following principles.

Leverage intuition. When navigating from one page to the 
next, make it easy on visitors by providing an intuitive naviga‑
tion scheme that makes sense to virtually everyone. Use classic 
navigation schemes that are oriented to either the left or top 
margins, and leverage dropdown menus to provide useful navi‑
gation information without requiring extra clicks.

Provide options. Not everyone thinks alike, so providing 
users with more than one way to get to the information they are 
looking for is often a good idea. The use of classic navigation 
(described above) combined with navigation based on your 
 visitors’ reasons for visiting can work well. A visitor who can 
quickly identify sections for “New Patients” and “Existing 
Patients” can efficiently get to the appropriate section of your 
website without having to negotiate through several pages via a 
classically oriented navigation menu.

Don’t allow users to get lost. “Breadcrumbing” is the term 
for offering visitors constant information about where they are 
located within your site. A breadcrumb is a hyperlinked path 
that allows users to quickly identify where they are and allows 
them to return to earlier stages of the path simply by clicking on 
the appropriate hyperlink. For example, the breadcrumb “Home 
> Services > Manual Therapy” tells users that they are on the 
Manual Therapy page, which can be found within the Services 
section of the website.

Don’t show visitors the door. A simple click of the mouse 
can close your visitor’s browser window, and your website 
becomes history. Don’t make it even easier by placing links to 
external sites from your website without ensuring that those 
links open into a new browser window or tab. If you want to 
link to the APTA website from yours, that’s a great idea—just 
make sure that your visitor doesn’t leave your site to get there.

Information
Believe it or not, information is not the most important element 
of the website. In the absence of good design and navigation, 
information can be intimidating or confusing to website visi‑
tors. This said, information is what your visitors are after, and 
for this reason its importance shouldn’t be understated. Below 

Private Practice Website Essentials
By Tannus Quatre, PT, MBA
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are some of the most important page sections that should exist 
within your website, as well as the information that each should 
include.

Home. The home page should form a good impression 
through clean design and simple, catchy text that emphasizes a 
high‑level overview of the benefits that will be gained from your 
services. Effective home page content will engage readers and 
get them to click through to another page of your website.

About. An about page is important to building the foun‑
dation of a trusting relationship with your audience. Visitors 
who look at your about page will be there because they want  
to learn more about your company and your staff, so don’t be 
afraid to leverage your unique characteristics, credentials, and 
accolades.

Services. Your services page(s) should be detailed and accu‑
rate, reflecting the actual services your practice renders. It is 
common to break this section out into subpages that are dedi‑
cated to each service. However, be sure that you have enough 
engaging, relevant information to dedicate to each if you will 
organize your site this way.

Payment. Payment options are on everyone’s mind these 
days, and providing your visitors with a list of accepted payers 

TeChnOlOgy, continued on page 32
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TeChnOlOgy, continued from page 31

and methods of payment will help to eliminate unwanted sur‑
prises during the office visit. It is also a good idea to include 
your practice’s financial policies in this section, informing your 
patients of their financial responsibilities following their care.

FAQ. Especially among small practices, a section devoted to 
frequently asked questions (FAQs) is commonly underused, 
leaving visitors with questions that sometimes result from holes 
or omissions in a website’s content. The FAQ acronym is widely 
regarded by online users as a place to go to see what questions 
visitors have had and to get answers to those questions in a sim‑
ple, Q & A format.

Forms. Long viewed as an enhancement to the private prac‑
tice website, the ability to download necessary forms and docu‑
ments has become an expectation of most visitors to physical 
therapy and medical websites. A common reason for clients to 
visit your website in the first place, the ability to download 
forms from your website is simple to accomplish and can save 
you hours of administrative time in the office over the course of 
a few months.

Testimonials. The easiest and most effective piece of your 
marketing efforts comes directly from your patients’ mouths; it 
should land directly on your website. It costs nothing to elicit 
positive testimonials from your patients and should cost the 
same to upload that valuable information onto your website. 
Don’t miss this effective and easy opportunity to allow your 
patients to speak on your behalf online.

Promotion. As consumers, we are programmed to be on  
the constant lookout for products and services that are new, 
unique, or specifically relevant to our lives. Adding and chang‑
ing promotional items on your website that display relevant ser‑
vice offerings is an effective way to attract interest from your 
visitors.

News. You might not be aware of it, but news about your 
practice is actually of interest to your visitors. News about your 
recently hired receptionist or the addition of your new sports 
performance service belongs on your website in plain view of 
your audience. For those who are interested in the information, 
news will engage them further; for those who aren’t, the mere 
mention of such news will present your practice in a relevant, 
dynamic light.

Contact. The ultimate objective of a good website is to gen‑
erate enough interest so that prospective clients will contact 
your office, expanding your business. To facilitate this, your 
contact page should include a simple online form that visitors 
can fill out in less than 30 seconds, as well as maps and driving 
directions to your practice location(s).

Integration
As much effort, time, and money as you sink into your website, 
it’s important to realize that an entire world exists beyond your 
website, and tapping into this world can be a lot easier than you 

think. Applying some of the web integration principles outlined 
below will open the door to a whole new world of web traffic 
and potential clientele.

Social media. Social media sites such as Facebook® and 
 Twitter™ are engaging hundreds of millions of online visitors 
worldwide. Regardless of your practice location, residents in 
your area are probably using these tools to connect with others. 
By connecting your website to these online networking por‑
tals, you can easily showcase your relevance with today’s tech‑
nology and have the opportunity to engage with your clients 
and community in a way that distinguishes your practice from 
competitors.

Keyword advertising. The use of keyword advertising enables 
you to target your specific audience segment. By placing targeted 
ads next to keywords that are relevant to your audience (“physi‑
cal therapy,” “your city,” “injury,” etc.), you can capture some of 
the online research that is going on in your market, converting 
it to traffic on your site and patients in your practice.

Blogs. You may read blogs, you may write blogs, but have you 
ever used a blog to drive traffic to your website? It turns out that 
blogging can be one of the most effective strategies for driving 
relevant traffic to your website, simply by blogging about topics 
that are rich in keywords that your audience is searching online.

Online listings. Did you know that information about your 
practice exists among a number of popular online directories 
located on the Internet? Sites such as Yahoo!® Local, Google® 
Maps, and Bing™ contain information about thousands of busi‑
nesses online, including yours. By properly maintaining these 
listings, including working links to your website and positive 
reviews from your clients, you will truly leverage the power of 
these sites as a potential traffic source for your practice.

Search engine optimization. Perhaps the most complex 
principle to understand for the development of an effective 
online presence is that of search engine optimization (SEO). 
SEO cannot be fully be detailed in this brief overview; however, 
the use of proper website coding and content management in a 
way that optimizes the placement of your website in search 
rankings (Google®, Yahoo!®, etc.) will go a long way toward facil‑
itating traffic to your website.

With all that is available online for the private physical ther‑
apy practice, it’s important that practice owners take the simple 
steps to use this technology to attract and retain clientele. The 
principles outlined in this article are intended as a starting point 
from which this can be accomplished, regardless of practice 
size, specialty, or budget. ■

Tannus Quatre, PT, MBA, is a principal and co-founder of Vantage 
Clinical Solutions, Inc., a practice management, web develop-
ment, and consulting firm located in Bend, OR, and Denver, CO. 
Tannus can be reached at tannus@vantageclinicalsolutions.com.
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Eliminate Paper  &  Fix Your Cash Flow Problem
With the Same Solution

Success requires a coordinated combination of powerful paperless software that integrates all departments - EMR software that 

is frequently updated and that produces compliant claims that are accepted by payors’ computers - A deep knowledge of cash 

management techniques, specific to Outpatient Rehabilitation - User friendly protocols that are proven to be effective with ‘no 
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- With the industry’s leading paperless, E.M.R. system                          - Software provided at no cost

- Increase compliance - Integrate departments

- Fix your accounts receivable problem                           - on your patients

Watch the videos at www.Systems4PT.com 

Give Rich a call at 814 494 0385 to arrange a system demo.
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Used efficiently, email can be a powerful business tool. 
Take advantage of these helpful tips to improve your 
management of email. The results may be extraordinary. 

Note: some of these tips may apply only to Microsoft Office 
Outlook and Outlook Express.

1. Set up “always check spelling before sending” in your 
email.

 From the inbox page, click on Tools/Options/Spelling/
Always check spelling before sending. To add a grammar 
check, click on the “Spelling and Auto Correction” box. 

2. BLUF: Bottom Line Up Front.
 Clearly state what you need from someone at the 

 begin ning of an email. Use the ABC format: state 
Action needed first, then Background info, and Close  
at the end.

3. Be very specific in the subject line, so a recipient 
knows exactly what the email is about.

 It will help to get your message noticed if the recipient 
gets a lot of email. Consider using action words at the 
start of the subject line—ACTION: INFO: REQUEST: 
URGENT: CONFIRMED: DELIVERY: to help the 
recipient know whether action is needed.

4. For short messages, consider using just the subject 
line, ending with “-EOM” (End of Message).

 That will tell the recipient there’s no need to open 
the email.

5. To save emails onto your hard drive, hit F12.
 Limit the number of personal folders you use to house 

emails. Save important “keepers” on your hard drive, 
which has more storage capacity.

6. Consider adjusting the schedule for pop-up notifica-
tion of a new email so that you’re not interrupted each 
time you receive an email.

 Go to Tools/Options/Mail Set Up/Send/Receive. It sup‑
posedly takes 64 seconds to recover from an email 
interrupt to workflow.

7. Auto Archive allows you to easily access any emails to 
or from any of your contacts.

 Open the contact and click on the “activity” tab. You 
will see a list of all sent and received items related to 
that contact.

8. Sort emails by person or subject when on a conference 
call or preparing for a meeting to see all relevant 
emails grouped together.

 You may also assign colors to emails from particular 
people to help group them.

9. Always answer emails promptly.
 We all know how frustrating an unacknowledged email 

can be. Don’t leave the sender hanging! ■

Dena Kilgore is director, Component Services, American  
Physical Therapy Association. She can be contacted at 
denakilgore@apta.org.

Tips for Managing Email
By Dena Kilgore

TEcHNoloGY
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Denver, Colorado
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class for free!
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In this difficult economy 
 

are you maximizing your Outpatient PT Practice’s  
financial performance? 

Are payors rejecting or increasing scrutiny of your claims? 
 

Are you optimizing your documentation to ensure justified reimbursement? 
 

Are you capturing all allowable billing codes? 

Appropriate Utilization Group (A.U.G. )  can help! 
 Our consultants can identify and help you capture additional revenue for your 

 private outpatient rehabilitation practice. 
 

 Our customers have experienced over a 10 to 1 Return on Investment. 
 

 A.U.G. has over ten years of experience reviewing claims for major insurance 
 companies and PT offices.  

 
Stuart H. Platt, MSPT, PT 

Appropriate Utilization Group, LLC 
President 

          881 Piedmont Ave                       www.augreviews.com 
          Atlanta, GA 30309                       splatt@augreviews.com 
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Before you decide whether to outsource your billing or do 
it in house, you must have a clear understanding of the 
entire billing function. Whether you are dealing with 

various insurance companies, direct‑access patients, home 
care, nursing homes, or cash‑paying customers, you must be 
sure that your services are correctly charged and your billing 
function is properly managed and in compliance with estab‑
lished guidelines.

If you don’t understand the billing process, then it is difficult 
to either hire someone to do your billing in house or outsource 
the function because you won’t know what to expect or how to 
hold either your employee or the third party accountable. It’s 
easy to find a person or a company to talk the talk, but how do 
you know if they can walk the walk?

Hiring a competent business management consultant who is 
intimately familiar with physical therapy operations will help 
you to make informed decisions that will fit your style. The more 
informed you are, the better decisions you will make. Many pri‑
vate practice owners need assistance in running the business 
side of the practice, and that includes understanding billing and 
collection policies and procedures. And there is a lot to know! A 
consultant can help you set up efficient billing and collections 
processes in house or help you choose an appropriate billing 
company for your practice. This is a very important decision.

The “entire” billing process includes

w Collecting at time of service from patients with no 
insurance

w Checking the patient’s insurance benefits before treating 
the patient

w Checking for a referral or authorization
w Collecting copays at the time of service from patients 

with a copay responsibility
w Entering charges for the services provided by the 

therapist
w Ensuring claims are sent timely and that they are received
w Ensuring all rules of compliance are followed
w Posting payments and making contractual adjustments
w Billing balances to patients or a secondary or tertiary 

insurance
w Following up on daily denials
w Following up on claims not paid: managing accounts 

receivable (A/R)

Assuming you have adopted best business practices and have 
reviewed your options for a competent outside billing company, 
let’s look at some of the positive things that in‑house billing and 
outsourcing offer.

In-house billing—You control the  
day-to-day operations.

w You know who is responsible for the processes.
w You know if your charges are being entered daily and 

billed out the same day.

w You know if your payments are accurate.
w You know if your payments are being posted daily.
w You know if your staff is processing denials and/or fol‑

lowing up on unpaid claims.
w You know where your A/R stands at any moment.
w You know where your business stands through reports 

and staff input.
w You are able to set standards and hold your staff 

accountable.
w You have cross‑trained staff and have an excellent in‑

house training program.
w You ensure total compliance according to insurance 

guidelines.
w You pay associated payroll and benefits for the billing staff.
w You consistently hire and train when staff members leave.

outsourcing billing—You leave the billing 
process to a professional service company.

w You hire a professional billing company with the experi‑
ence to manage the billing and collection process:
– They have proven experience in physical therapy billing.
– They have appropriate coding experience.

The Pros and Cons of Outsourcing the 
Billing Function
By Diane McCutcheon

THE adMINISTRaTIvE EdGE
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– They manage any denials and consistently follow up on 
unpaid claims.

– They provide reports to help you manage your practice.
– They are consistently up on changes in the industry.
– They know and understand all compliance issues.

w You have less staff to pay, train, and manage.
w You save on the hiring process.
w You have no loss of productivity for training new billing 

staff.
w You do not have to pay for a billing system (although you 

could purchase your own billing system and have the 
billing company process through your program if that 
option is available).

w You pay a monthly fee.

In-House option
The major complaints of doing in‑house billing include time to 
manage the staff, the cost of the staff (payroll and benefits), not 
knowing how to hire the right staff, lack of proper training, out‑
of‑control A/R, lack of time for meetings, and not being sure 
that your staff is consistently up to date on changes and compli‑
ance issues in the industry.

The adMInISTRaTIve edge, continued on page 38

And in just one week, you can bring

biomechanical alignment and balance back

to your patients’ lives with a custom fit

Biocorrect orthosis. Become a Biocorrect

Specialist today. Visit www.biocorrect.com,

call us at 800-840-1487, or stop by booth

205 at the PPS Conference.

30FOOT NOTEÊNo.

A 2   “high heel can increase
the load on the forefoot by 75%.

1
2

Advertise today and see for yourself how IMPACT 
brings the PT market into razor-sharp focus. 
For advertising rates, call Malisa Minetree 
at 317-815-4688 or e-mail impactads@indy.rr.com
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The adMInISTRaTIve edge, continued from page 37

Here are some suggestions for doing your billing in house:

w Learn the entire process.
w Put billing and collection policies and procedures in place 

to ensure accountability.
w Learn how to hire the most appropriate staff for the job.
w Have a comprehensive training and development pro‑

gram in place.
w Create billing and collection handbooks and make sure 

they are consistently updated with current insurance and 
reimbursement information.

w Hold weekly staff meetings to ensure there are no major 
issues that will delay the billing process (computer prob‑
lems, electronic billing issues, etc.).

w Bill out your charges and post your payments daily.
w Review month‑end statistics with the biller so you can 

understand and identify any pitfalls.
w Ensure that staff is collecting from patients at time of 

service.
w Ensure that statements are sent at least monthly to all 

patients with balances.
w Ensure that collections are consistently done beginning at 

thirty days.

outsource option
The major complaints of outsourcing your billing include unre‑
liable companies, not knowing if billing and posting payments 
are done daily, no reconciliation processes, lack of communica‑
tion, not knowing where your money is (out‑of‑control A/R), 
not getting outcome reports that allow you to run your business 
effectively, and little to no feedback from the company.

Here are some suggestions for outsourcing your billing:

w Choose a billing company that can give you some physi‑
cal therapy billing references.

w Check references; ask about outcomes of the services.

w Ask about the system the company uses for physical 
 therapy billing. (You do not want your billing done on a 
physician billing system.)

w Ask for a sample of reports the company will be giving 
you.

w Look for a company that will offer you options:
– You own the system and it will bill remotely or come 

onto your site.
– It will train your staff on your system to enter demo‑

graphics and do the referral management.
– The billing company owns the system and will train 

your staff to ensure the flow of information it needs to 
do the job is obtained.

– It will help you move from in‑house billing to the com‑
pany or move you from your current billing company 
to the new company.

w The company will consistently schedule month‑end 
meetings to explain and review reports.

w It gives you the tools to hold the company accountable to 
you.

w It can assure you that no accounts will be written off 
without your consent.

w It will train your current and new staff to ensure the 
company gets the information it needs to do the job.

Whether you do billing in‑house or outsource, here are some 
tips for holding both approaches accountable:

w Know how to check the system to ensure billing is consis‑
tently up to date.

w Know how to check to ensure payments are posted as 
they are received.

w Ensure that all charges and payments have a reconcilia‑
tion process and that process is always followed.

w Ask questions.
w Know how to interpret your A/R: check the changes and 

understand why the A/R is going up or down.
w Do not accept excuses—get results.
w Consistently check the denials: why are you getting them?

Whichever way you go, you must have highly efficient sys‑
tems in place to ensure that you are paid for the services you 
provide, you are compliant, and you always know where your 
business stands financially. Take the time to learn what tools 
will help you the most. Don’t rely on others to run your business 
unless you have the tools in place to ensure accountability and 
reduce your liability. Use the best resources to help you make 
your decision. ■

Diane McCutcheon is president of Business Management 
Consulting Services, Inc., in Millville, MA. She can be reached at 
dmccutcheonbmcsi@aol.com.

Your database of former 
patients can be a great 

source of Direct Access 
referrals. Send regular email, 

notes, and newsletters to capitalize on 
this valuable asset.
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The title of this book speaks for itself. The authors draw 
from both personal anecdotes and professional experi‑
ences in building one of the fastest‑growing advertising 

agencies in the country. Their premise: The old adage “nice 
guys finish last” often does not hold true in business.

Kaplan Thaler and Koval open the book describing what 
they note as the six “power of nice” principles:

1. Positive impressions are like seeds.
They describe these as the little things you do: saying hello to 
the parking attendant, picking up something someone has 
dropped, and so on. These are actions that you don’t anticipate 
getting anything directly out of at the moment. Rather, “you 
plant them and forget them, but beneath the surface, they are 
growing, often exponentially.”

2. You never know.
Many people assume that a person they meet is unimportant or 
cannot help them. The book illustrates that you never know 
who you will come in contact with and what doors they will 
open up for you if you are nice.

3. People change.
The authors note that some individuals choose to be nice only 
to those who are peers or superiors, but not those they see as 
subordinates. Principle #3 observes that people, as well as their 
positions and motivations, change, which may put them in a 
position to help you at some future point if you have created a 
positive relationship or impression.

4. Nice must be automatic.
Nice should be something you are to everyone, all the time. If it 
is not a part of your everyday attitude, it will not likely be some‑
thing that brings consistent benefit.

5. Negative impressions are like germs.
Negative behaviors may get you the immediate action you are 
looking for, but like germs, they will quietly affect you and those 
around you.

6. You will know.
The authors say it best when they 
note the power of nice is “about 
valuing niceness—in yourself and 
others—the same way you respect 
intelligence, beauty or talent.” 
Basic ally, you can’t fake it.

After outlining the principles 
above, the book dedicates a chap‑
ter to each of the tools the authors 
feel are needed to begin using the 
“power of nice” successfully. A brief summary of each tool 
follows:

1. My favorite idea: The author’s term, “baking a bigger 
pie.” This involves supporting other people, sharing 
resources, and helping them to realize opportunities. 
One of my favorite quotes from the book: “…when you 
let others share the ownership of an idea, you create a 
community of people who will help to nurture and 
grow those ideas into something far greater than you 
ever imagined.”

2. The authors remind readers to “sweeten the deal.” This 
includes everything from having a bowl of chocolates at 
your office to telling jokes, saying it with a smile, and 
remembering to compliment people.

3. “Help your enemies” reminds readers that enemies can 
turn into friends, and approaching everyone with kind‑
ness generally promotes better outcomes than spending 
energy tearing down a competitor.

4. “Tell the truth” and be able to hear it from those around 
you. This is not limited to honesty as a general trait; it 
also includes being sincere in your actions and conver‑
sations. When communicating hard truths, lead with 
some positive truths. Sometimes we may have to help 
others realize the truth on their own when it’s too hard 
for them to hear it from someone else.

The Power of Nice: How to Conquer the 
Business World with Kindness
By Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval
Bantam Books, 2006
Reviewed by Kelly Sanders PT, DPT, OCS, ATC

BooK REvIEW

BOOk RevIew, continued on page 43
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Whenever you are engaged with another party whose 
goals may conflict with yours, you could end up sabo‑
taging your own position if you don’t have enough 

information—information about the standard practices, the 
requirements of the other party, or your own essential needs. 
Health plan contracting is no different. It’s better to know the 
lay of the land before you enter into the process than to find 
yourself at a loss in the thick of it.

Unfortunately, many physical therapists don’t do the proper 
espionage when it comes to health plan contracting and end  
up with contracts that are not only disadvantageous to their 
practices, but also contribute to the downward pressure on 
 contracted rates for the profession as a whole. Sometimes it’s 
because they don’t understand the payment mechanism or the 
contract terms. I once received a call from a physical therapist 
who didn’t understand how he could be losing money when he 
got a capitation check for $10,000 each month. When we walked 

through the numbers, it turned out that he was getting approxi‑
mately $14 per visit. He didn’t understand how capitation really 
worked. All he knew was that the health plan gave him the pre‑
vailing rates at the time. Unfortunately, he had accepted a deal 
he really should have walked away from.

avoid contracts that don’t cover costs
Sometimes physical therapists accept poor contracts because 
they don’t understand their own cost of doing business and so 
accept less than it costs to provide the service. Or they look at 
the contract as “fill‑in” business, but it becomes “fill‑up” busi‑
ness over time, crowding out better‑paying patients. When 
physical therapists accept low‑paying contracts, the health plans 
consider these rates the new norm and expect other offices to 
take them as well. A physical therapist may believe he or she will 
balance out lower‑paying contracts with higher‑paying busi‑
ness; however, that can lead to a downward spiral when total 
reimbursement is reduced and nothing’s left to balance out. 

Finally, physical therapists often sign contracts because they are 
afraid of losing access to a particular group of patients. But it’s 
usually more advantageous to walk away from deals that don’t 
cover your costs and instead let your competitors fill up their 
practices with these patients.

Here are some key items to consider when contemplating a 
contracting opportunity:

w The cost of providing a visit. This is basic. Physical ther‑
apists need to know their fixed and variable costs and 
what it truly takes to deliver a treatment visit. Resources 
like the PT Benchmark Study (http://www.hcsconsulting.
com/bench2010.html) can assist here.

w Excess capacity (or lack thereof) within the practice. Is 
there really excess capacity that cannot be either reduced 
or filled in another fashion (e.g., with cash‑pay wellness 
services)? If so, and the physical therapist feels that some 
business is better than no business, can the amount of 
business under this contract opportunity be controlled so 
it doesn’t crowd out better‑paying patients?

w Payment amount and methodology. Does the payment 
cover costs? Is the fee schedule made an explicit part of 
the contract? Is it understandable and transparent, or 
does it rely on vague diagnostic categories or references to 
internal fee schedules?

w Payment and claims submission timelines. How long 
does the payer have to pay and how quickly does the 
practice need to submit claims?

w Overpayment recovery methods/time frame. Can the 
payer reclaim overpayments from current patients? How 
far back can recovery efforts go?

w Provider fees or withholds. Are any fees or withholds 
mentioned in the body of the contract? The payment 
schedule is normally an exhibit to the contract, but these 
fees are usually “hidden” within the body of the document.

Health Plan Contracting:  
Espionage or Sabotage?
By Nancy Rothenberg

PRacTIcE dollaRS & SENSE

When physical therapists accept low-
paying contracts, the health plans 

consider these rates the new norm 

$Practice 
Dollars &Sense
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w Methods for directing patients to the practice and 
number of covered lives in the area. The tighter the 
direction, and the greater the number of covered lives, 
the more it’s worth giving a discount.

w Amendment. Can the contract be amended unilaterally 
by the payer, including amending the fee schedule?

w Termination clauses. The most important part of any 
contract is how to get out of it. Does the contract lock in 
the practice for an overly long term? How difficult is it to 
get out of the contract?

w Your deal-breaker points. On what points will you not 
compromise? As with any deal, you have to know when 
to walk away.

Finally, if a practice belongs to a network, the first thing to 
do when approached with a contracting opportunity is to con‑
tact the network to see if a group contract is being considered. 
Individual practices have much less clout when it comes to rates 
and contract terms, and it is almost always more advantageous 
to have a network work on a contract for the entire group. ■

Nancy Rothenberg is vice president of PTPN, a national therapy 
network headquartered in Calabasas, CA. She can be contacted 
at nrothenberg@ptpn.com or 818-737-0225.

5. “  ‘Yes’ your way to the top” is a chapter that reminds 
us that “yes” opens doors and possibilities and “no” 
breeds negativity. We want to interpret and react to 
issues in a positive way and find a way to say “yes” 
to some part of each situation.

6. The “shut up and listen” chapter is straightforward, 
as the title implies. It also demonstrates the power 
of asking instead of telling.

7. Finally, the authors say to “put your head on their 
shoulders” when interacting with others. Basically 
stated, employ empathy!

The book provides countless easy‑to‑read examples of 
how these principles have benefited the lives of individuals 
and businesses. ■

Kelly Sanders, PT, DPT, OCS, ATC, is president of San Luis 
Sports Therapy & Orthopedic Therapy, San Luis Obispo, CA, 
and an Impact Editorial Board member. She can be reached 
at kelly@slsportstherapy.com or 805-788-0805.

BOOk RevIew, continued from 40
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As the leaves turn and the temperature drops, many prac‑
tice owners and physical therapists in private practice 
begin their business planning for 2010. Forecasting in 

this uncertain environment challenges one’s nerves and confi‑
dence. This year this exercise is complicated by the ever‑chang‑
ing landscape of health care reform and the dynamic regulatory 
environment at the federal level.

As this article is being written, health care reform is weather‑
ing the complex legislative process, with no predictable outcome 
on the radar. The U.S. House of Representatives has reported 
out legislation, HR 3200, America’s Affordable Health Choices 
Act, from the three major committees that have jurisdiction 

over health care. This legislation would include a public plan 
option in the health care exchange and several key provisions 
that advance APTA’s policy priorities.

Essential to physical therapists in private practice are provi‑
sions to change the flawed fee schedule formula that has been 
building annual cuts in Medicare payments of about 5 percent 
per year over the past several years. Without congressional 
action, these cuts will compound to a 21 percent reduction in 
the Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) portion of the fee schedule 
formula to calculate the conversion factor. HR 3200 replaces 
this flawed formula with an update for 2010 of the percentage of 
the Medicare Economic Index. Beginning in 2011, the SGR 
would be replaced with two updates: (1) evaluation and man‑
agement services and Medicare‑covered preventive services, 
and (2) all other services not described in (1). This revised for‑
mula is to be updated by the change in gross domestic product 
(GDP) plus 2 percent for evaluation and management services, 
and GDP plus 1 percent for all other services.

Other provisions to note in HR 3200 are the two‑year exten‑
sion of the current exceptions process on the therapy cap under 

Medicare Part B, an extension of the updated payments for rural 
areas related to the geographic practice cost index (GPCI), and 
continuation of payments for quality reports under the Physi‑
cian Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI) through 2012. APTA 
continues to work with House leaders on pro visions to improve 
access to physical therapists by elimination of the certification 
of the plan of care or referral under Medicare; provisions to 
curb fraud and abuse through physician self‑ referral/referral for 
profit; and other regulatory reform and administrative simplifi‑
cations, such as opt‑out provisions under Medicare.

HR 3200 is the standard‑bearer on the House side, but it will 
undergo significant modifications and debates as it heads to the 
House floor for a vote. Across the Capitol, the Senate has moved 
its version of health care reform through one of the two com‑
mittees of jurisdiction. The Senate Health, Education, Labor, 
and Pensions (HELP) Committee has approved its version of 
health care reform, which includes the framework for insurance 
reform, including a public plan option in the health care insur‑
ance exchange. In addition, this version has extensive provisions 
on investments in health information technology, prevention 
and chronic care management, and workforce initiatives. The 
Senate HELP Committee does not have jurisdiction over tax‑
writing provisions and therefore did not have policy changes or 
provisions related to Medicare and Medicaid.

The Senate Finance Committee released its version of health 
care reform, America’s Healthy Future Act, in early September. 
This legislation includes a one‑year fix on the fee schedule at a 
0.5 percent update and a two‑year extension of the current ther‑
apy cap exceptions and GPCI payments. It also makes signifi‑
cant modifications to the PQRI program, in which physical 
therapists in private practice are eligible to participate. The pro‑
gram would continue bonus payments through 2011 and then 
begin to penalize providers for not meeting quality reporting 
requirements in 2012 with a 1 percent penalty in the first year 
and a 2 percent penalty in subsequent years.

APTA is also engaged in the emerging issue of bundled 
 payments for postacute care and their impact on outpatient 
physical therapy services. Both the House and Senate versions 
of health care reform outline national pilots on this model of 
 payment for postacute care. The bundling proposals look at 
current services provided in long‑term acute care hospitals, 

Weathering a Changing Payment Environment
What’s the Forecast for Health Care Reform and  
Payment Policy in 2010?
By Justin Moore, PT, DPT

PaYMENT

weaTheRIng Change, continued on page 46

APTA is engaged in the emerging 
issue of bundled payments for 

postacute care and their impact on 
outpatient physical therapy services 
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During the reorganization at APTA in 2008, the Reim‑
bursement Department was combined with the Federal 
and Regulatory Department to form a new department 

called Payment Policy and Advocacy. This move combined  
the federal payment area, including Medicare, Medicaid, and 
State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), with the 
private insurers. The private insurers also included the work‑
ers’ compensation and motor vehicle insurers. These depart‑
ments were brought together owing to the many similarities 
payers have, including payment policy issues, coverage deter‑
minations, and fee schedules. It was also decided that the term 
 “payment” better reflected our vision for the future and 
expanded our view of how physical therapists would be paid  
for their services.

If you look at the definitions, “reimbursement” involves a 
repayment or compensation by others for an expense. Paying 
back, refunding, and repayment are all words associated with 
reimbursement. “Payment,” on the other hand, is an exchange 

of money for services provided, regardless of who pays for the 
services, which means in our case that the patient remains 
responsible for paying for the physical therapy services.

Most physical therapists believe we should be paid for our 
services and that the overarching responsibility for this pay‑
ment lies with the patient. We understand that frequently an 
additional party is involved in this transaction (any form of 
insurance), but the ultimate responsibility for payment lies with 
the patient. If the insurer denies or rejects the bill, then the 
patient remains, in most cases, responsible for payment of the 
bill because of the financial responsibility the patient agreed to 
during the intake.

There are also many instances when the physical therapist 
might be paid directly by the patient. Many physical therapists 
are now asking for cash at the time of service because they have 
no contractual relationship with a particular insurer or because 
the services provided are not covered by the insurer. The patient/

It’s “Payment” Not “Reimbursement”!
By Erik van Doorne, PT, DPT

PaYMENT

Defy Gravity

Revolutionary Unweighting Therapy
Find out why clinicians and patients are

raving about the Alter-G. Contact us for a
copy of our case studies at info@alter-g.com.

Get one for only $499/month.
www.alter-g.com

PayMenT nOT ReIMBuRSeMenT, continued on page 47
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On September 16, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS) issued a final rule (74 Fed. Reg. 47458) 
that prohibits Medicare from recouping provider and 

supplier overpayments during the first level of appeal—the 
redetermination—if the provider or supplier files a timely 
request for appeal.

The final rule implements a provision of the Medicare Pre‑
scription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 
(MMA) that required certain changes to the recoupment process.

Before the MMA, CMS could recoup overpayments regardless 
of whether a provider or supplier had appealed the determination.

The MMA prohibits the recoupment of Medicare overpay‑
ments during a provider or supplier appeal to a qualified inde‑
pendent contractor (QIC).

CMS said it received eleven comments on the proposed rule 
implementing this provision, which was issued in September 
2006 (71 Fed. Reg. 55404).

The fee‑for‑service appeal process consists of redetermina‑
tion by a Medicare contractor, reconsideration by a QIC, and a 

hearing before an administrative law judge, followed by the 
Department of Appeals Board, and finally federal district court 
review.

In the final rule, CMS said it included revisions to make clear 
that it was implementing the statutory requirement to limit 
recoupment during reconsideration (the second level of appeal), 
as well during redetermination (the first level of appeal).

Under the final rule, providers or suppliers must file a first‑
level appeal within forty‑one days and a second‑level appeal 
within sixty days to halt recoupment.

The final rule also specifies that if an overpayment determina‑
tion is overturned in administrative or judicial appeals above the 
QIC level of appeal, CMS is liable for interest on recouped over‑
payments that has accrued since the original determination.

CMS added that it does not interpret the new statutory 
 provision as amending its authority to recover overpayments 
from providers or suppliers that have been placed on payment 
suspension.

The final rule is effective November 16, 2009. ■

PaYMENT

CMS Issues Final Rule Limiting Recoupment 
of Provider and Supplier Overpayments

inpatient rehabilitation facilities, and skilled nursing facilities. 
The House bill extends to home health and hospital outpatient 
services. The pending Senate Finance Committee bill extends 
to physician services. APTA is working with congressional 
leaders to ensure access to outpatient services, decrease facility 
base incentives, and provide patient safeguards to ensure choice 
and equity across the health care continuum. APTA is also 
working to ensure that other innovative models of care deliv‑
ery, such as accountable care organizations or medical homes, 
do not limit access to a patient’s physical therapy provider of 
choice.

As outlined above, the forecast for congressional action on 
health care reform is cloudy. By publication date, the details 
could drastically change. In addition, the next couple of months 
hold a significant challenge for congressional leadership. To 
move legislation in 2009 will take an aggressive calendar this 
fall on Capitol Hill, and the odds for success are up in the air.

Beyond the media headlines and sound bites, health care 
reform is occurring on a daily basis on the regulatory level.  
In the proposed calendar year 2010 Medicare Physician Fee 
Schedule rule, several policies impacting physical therapists in 

private practice were outlined. APTA will work to support pro‑
visions that advance physical therapy and work to modify areas 
of concerns. After years of static or declining payments, the 
proposed rule outlines the possibility of a 10 percent increase in 
practice expense relative value units (RVUs) and work RVUs. 
The practice RVU impacts are primarily from the proposal in 
the rule to incorporate PE data from a new survey, the Physi‑
cian Practice Information Survey (PPIS). In addition, the pro‑
posed fee schedule rule would continue the PQRI program for 
physical therapists in private practice with a 2 percent bonus 
for successful compliance with the program. There are cur‑
rently 168 approved measures, including eight that physical 
therapists can report. The rule also includes provisions out‑
lining policies on cardiac and pulmonary rehabilitation and 
canalith repositioning.

As the fall turns toward winter, we should begin to see some 
clarity in the payment policies for 2010 and their impact on 
physical therapists in private practice. The numbers range from 
a 21 percent cut to a positive update of double digits. The swing 
from the potential cuts to the potential update is as wide as 

weaTheRIng Change, continued on page 47
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we’ve seen in physical therapy. This volatility does not comfort 
anyone in this profession or related to the business of this pro‑
fession. Its potential of a double‑digit positive update under 
Medicare is encouraging news in a decade of diminishing mar‑
gins and static payments. This could set a new framework for 
the years to come for physical therapists.

A full analysis and assessment of the payment policies 
impacting physical therapy will be held in conjunction with 
PPS’s conference in Colorado Springs. The fall will see many 
twists and turns on Capitol Hill and in the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services and other policy arenas. Keeping 
informed and engaged is essential. APTA and PPS’s websites are 
the best sources to keep on top of the details as the policies 
change over the next couple of months. ■

Justin Moore, PT, DPT, is vice president, Government Affairs & 
Payment Advocacy, American Physical Therapy Association. He 
can be contacted at justinmoore@apta.org.

weaTheRIng Change, continued from 46

client elects to purchase these services directly from the 
physical therapist. Examples of these services are well‑
ness, prevention, sports enhancement, or sport‑specific 
conditioning programs.

Use of the term “payment” better reflects all the dif‑
ferent ways physical therapists get paid for their services. 
Although reimbursement through third‑party payers  
is one of these methods, it does not reflect the full scope 
of different payment mechanisms that currently are 
being used to pay for physical therapy services. There‑
fore, “payment,” rather than “reimbursement,” is now 
the standard terminology adopted to describe the 
exchange of money for services provided in physical 
therapy. ■

Erik van Doorne, PT, DPT, is senior director, Payment Policy 
and Advocacy, American Physical Therapy Association. He 
can be contacted at erikvandoorne@apta.org.
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It will show you how to: 
Find out where you’re losing money•	
Increase income•	
Effectively handle past due accounts•	
Streamline your workload •	

2 Simple Tactics That Actually Increase Reimbursements 
by Shaun Kirk, MHS, PT, MTC,

See how to collect  
past-due payments in this 
exclusive FREE report!

See what others are saying…
“The material was very organized and easy to implement! It gave our 
team a chance to brainstorm and converse on paths to expand our 
company more successfully!”  — T.R., PT 

“The data received will enable me to organize and make our 
practice more efficient. Now I can take more time away from 
the office. Thanks.”  — S.R., PT

Attending this year’s Annual PPS Conference  
in Colorado? Visit us at BOOTH #207!

FoR MoRe InFoRMaTIon on How To InCReaSe youR ReIMbuRSeMenTS,

Call now! 800.491.2828www.measurable-solutions.com/reimbursements
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vIEWPoINT

I ’m always amazed at the reaction I receive when I first meet 
someone and tell them my occupation. Often, it begins with 
a laundry list of current problems and previous injuries. In 

the majority of cases, the patient’s experience was a positive 
one, filled with such statements as “I have a deep appreciation 
for what you do” or “I credit my recovery to people like you,” 
and my personal favorite, “It must be very rewarding to watch 
people recover and know you made it possible.”

Last weekend while biking in a local benefit ride, I met a man 
who did not share that experience. He had fractured his fifth 
digit in a bicycling accident several years ago, and the injury 
required pins and plaster. He showed me his finger, and there 
was a significant flexion contracture present. Immediately, I 
assumed he hadn’t received physical therapy, so I asked if he was 
referred for treatment by his surgeon. The experience he related 
to me caused embarrassment for our profession.

“Of course I went to physical therapy,” he replied. “When I 
arrived, they were all wearing polo shirts and khaki pants— 
I thought they were all golf pros. They were all very nice, but it 
was obvious that most of the people there were ‘regulars,’ and 
they were more interested in chit‑chat than taking care of my 
problem. The physical therapist put some heat on my finger and 
massaged it, then told me to come back three times per week; all 
in all I was there for only about 20 minutes. After a couple of 
sessions, I figured if that was all she was going to do, I could do 
that myself and didn’t go back. When I got my bill, I was shocked 
that it was for $120.00 per visit, because at my first visit I asked 
about the cost of the treatment, but they didn’t seem to want to 
talk about money—I guess they just assumed the insurance 
company would pay for everything. I would have liked to have 
known that up front, because I had to pay for the treatment out 
of pocket due to my insurance plan. The whole experience 
really left a bad taste in my mouth about the state of health care 
today.”

This was unfortunate on many levels. Obviously, I heard 
only one side of the story, but there are potentially many lessons 
to take from this.

1. Do we look like doctors of physical therapy or golf pros?
2. Do we explain our charges up front when patients 

inquire, or do we just gloss over them because we are 
uncomfortable talking about money?

3. Do we set up common goals with the patient, including 
scheduling, cost, and outcome, or do we merely go 

about “business as usual” without considering the 
patient’s wishes?

4. Do we explain the purpose of physical therapy and the 
need for the patient’s active participation, or do we just 
robotically apply treatment in a technical manner?

5. Do we discuss the pathology and stages of recovery to 
facilitate a therapeutic alliance with the patient, or do 
we just assume patients will trust our judgment?

6. Do we explore all possible options to regain optimal 
function, or do we just “do our thing” and ignore what 
is best for our patients?

If we are to be the preferred providers for neuromusculoskel‑
etal disorders, we need to behave as professionals. You can ask 
yourself a couple of tough questions. Would you be willing to 
pay out of pocket for the service you just provided? Would you 
recognize the professionals in your clinic, or does everyone look 
like a technician? Would your mother receive the most effective 
and cost‑effective treatment from your clinic or the practice 
down the street? Did you take the whole patient into consider‑
ation when planning their treatment, or did you just look at the 
pathology in isolation?

The next time you walk into your clinic, try to see the prac‑
tice through the eyes of a patient new to your office. What do 
you see, hear, and feel? What is the atmosphere? Remember, 
perception is reality. Let’s step up our game and become the real 
professionals we profess to be! ■

Kay Scanlon, PT, DPT, OCS, Dip MDT, of SpineAbility, Inc., Elkins 
Park, PA, can be reached at kssailaway@gmail.com.

Perception Is Reality
By Kay Scanlon, PT, DPT, OCS, Dip MDT

If we are to be the preferred providers 
for neuromusculoskeletal disorders, we 
need to behave as professionals  Would 
you be willing to pay out of pocket for 
the service you just provided?
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Advancing and defending the physical therapy profession 
at the state level is a tough challenge that requires dedica‑
tion and perseverance. APTA members involved with 

state legislative efforts are faced with tough opponents, chal‑
lenging issues, and demands on their time. Too often such tire‑
less volunteer work is unnoticed or unappreciated, so it is with a 
good deal of joy that once a year we are able to give some recog‑
nition to those members who go above and beyond the call of 
duty in their states’ legislatures.

The APTA State Legislative Leadership Award was estab‑
lished by the APTA Board of Directors to honor and celebrate 
those members who have demonstrated individual leadership 
in working toward making Vision 2020 a reality through state 
legislative achievements. The recipients of this award go above 
and beyond the norm in their commitment to protecting our 
profession in their respective states.

The challenges we face as a profession are also growing, and 
more and more members are rising to meet these challenges 
head on, dedicating personal time and resources more than ever 
before. The APTA Board of Directors believes it’s important to 
recognize the long‑term commitment that many of our mem‑
bers devote to chapter legislative efforts. In 2007 the APTA 
Board of Directors created a second award to recognize long‑
term legislative commitment at the state level—the APTA Legis‑
lative Commitment Award. This award acknowledges individuals 
who have consistently provided assistance in their chapter’s state 
legislative activities over several years.

PPS member Kim Reid, PT, of Performance West Physical 
Therapy in Bountiful, UT, was one 
of the recipients of this year’s 2009 
APTA State Legislative Leadership 
Award. Kim was instrumental in 
securing passage of legislation in 
2009 to update the Utah Physical 
Therapy Practice Act after years of 
working with the Utah chapter 
board, the Utah Department of 
Professional Regulation, and state 
legislators. As chapter president 
during most of this process, Kim’s 
leadership, drive, and dedication 
to the field of physical therapy 
helped the chapter to accomplish 

its goal of improving the practice act. The final bill, which  
was signed by Governor Jim Huntsman on March 24, 2009, 

modernized the practice act to include protection of the title 
“DPT”; improved term protection provisions for “physical 
therapy” and “physiotherapy”; established licensure for physi‑
cal therapist assistants, who were previously unregulated in 
Utah; and required continuing education as a condition of 
license renewal for physical therapists and physical therapist 
assistants.

Peter McMenamin, PT, of Physical Therapy Chicago, Chi‑
cago, IL, received the 2009 APTA State Legislative Commitment 
Award. Peter has been closely involved in the legislative arena in 

Illinois since the chapter’s initial direct access campaign in 1985. 
Since then he has been the driving force for  prohibiting referral‑
for‑profit arrangements in Illinois, and as chapter president has 
lead IPTA’s efforts to enforce current laws on this issue. His 
leadership was also instrumental in greatly weakening a 2009 
bill promoted by physicians and chiropractors to expand their 
opportunities for referral‑for‑profit arrangements. As a leader 
in APTA’s efforts to curb physician‑owned physical therapy ser‑
vices (POPTS) and referral‑for‑ profit arrangements, Peter was 
an original member of the APTA POPTS Task Force, served two 
terms on the APTA Referral for Profit Committee, and has pre‑
sented on this topic at past State Government Affairs Forums.

On behalf of all members, APTA is grateful to PPS members 
Kim and Peter for their extraordinary service to the profession. ■

Justin Elliott is director, State Government Affairs, American 
Physical Therapy Association. He can be reached at  
justinelliott@apta.org.

INSIdE PPS

Section Members Receive APTA Awards
By Justin Elliott

Kim Reid (right)

Peter McMenamin (center)
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You need to see it to believe it. 
Call for a FREE personal guided tour of the system and learn how our system can streamline your practice.

609-651-4188  •  www.PTbillingsolution.com

User customizable templates
Exercise video integration
Integrated exercise logs
Fax SOAP notes to referring provider

Track aging
Evaluate marketing results
Analyze cash fl ow
Monitor daily activity
Measure productivity

Electronic insurance claims / patient statements
Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA)
Separate cost centers
Integrated credit card payments

E-mail appointment reminders
Monitor over-the-counter payments
Digital patient sign in
Daily charge and payment logs
Electronic insurance verifi cation

Scan/store patient documents
Access documents from anywhere
Eliminate document storage costs

Time spent on paperwork
Is time lost on patients

The perfect complement to your practice – 
Fast, Easy, Effi cient and Customized to your needs. 

•  No User Licenses!  •  No Provider Licenses!  •  No Desktop Licenses!

• $0 Server Hardware

• $0 Software Licenses

• No Additional IT Support

• Reduce Operating Costs

• Increase Profi tability

• Increase Cashfl ow
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APTA has introduced APTA Com munities, a collabora‑
tive website where members can participate in discus‑
sions, share information and resources, and receive 

updates. All APTA members have automatic access to APTA 
Com munities: simply go to www.apta.org/communities to log 
in, click on Tools & Resources, and select APTA Communities 
to be directed to your available communities. Brief video and 
text tutorials provide an overview of basic tasks that can be per‑
formed within the APTA Communities site. The site houses 
PPS’s five discussion boards, which take the place of the Mes‑
sage Boards that you may have been familiar with.

Once you are logged into APTA Communities, select the 
PPS Community to participate in PPS’s five discussion boards: 
General, Marketing, Practice Management, Practice Start Up, 
and Reimbursement/Billing. Be sure to activate alerts for each 
discussion board so that you can be notified by email of any 
new posts. When in a discussion board for which you wish to 
receive email notifications, simply click on Actions, select Alert 
Me, and choose the email delivery options that you prefer for 
that particular discussion.

Other community features include a calendar, document 
library and links list, as well as an announcements area. Check 
out APTA Communities and start sharing today!

Grateful acknowledgment for assistance with this article to 
Ron Tickerhoff, APTA’s web administrator. ■

Helene Ebrill is Impact editorial consultant. She can be reached 
at heleneebrill@apta.org.

Connect with Your Colleagues through 
APTA Communities
By Helene Ebrill

INSIdE PPS

The Private Practice Section (PPS) 
Board of Directors is pleased to 
present this year’s service award  

to Jim Glinn, Sr., PT.
Jim has served the section as a direc‑

tor on the PPS Board, was co‑editor of 
the PPS How-To Manual, and with his 
wife, Jan, co‑authored the book Transi-
tions for PPS. Most important, Jim has 
always strived to help the private practi‑
tioner. He is often seen offering free consulting services to a 
member who would make a PAC donation, or donating con‑
sulting services for auction to benefit the Educational Insti‑
tute. In addition to being a speaker at PPS conferences, he is 

often seen at conferences offering advice 
to any members that ask. One member 
pointed out that Jim will do anything to 
help a private practitioner. It has been 
said that he gives away much more ser‑
vice than he ever gets paid for.

We are all indebted to Jim for his 
unselfishness. It is his ongoing giving to 
the section, the association, and, most 
important, the PPS members that makes 

him so deserving of this award.
Jim, congratulations, and we thank you for your commit‑

ment and service to the Private Practice Section and our 
members. ■

Glinn Wins Section Service Award
INSIdE PPS



ARIZONA
Barbara L. Capone, PT, MS
Scottsdale, AZ
Eric Matthew Cox, PT
Lakeside, AZ
Sara Elizabeth Strawn, PT, 
MSPT, OCS

Scottsdale, AZ

CALIFORNIA
Linda Birkitt, PT, MA
San Juan Capistrano, CA
Justin John Fesler, PT
Orange, CA
Judith Grace Nelson, PT
Eureka, CA
Marco Luis Silveira, PT, OCS
Hanford, CA
Arthur Lee Webb, PT
San Diego, CA

CONNECTICUT
Melissa Amy Malkiel, PT
Fairfield, CT

DELAWARE
Leigh Rebecca Sacks, PT
Rehoboth Beach, DE
Thomas Carlyle Windley, PT, 
MPT, PhD

Middletown, DE

FLORIDA
James J. Daniel, PTA
Saint Petersburg, FL
Carol H. Glasscock, PT, MS
St. Pete Beach, FL
C Scott Hollander, SPT
Saint Augustine, FL
Ryan Patrick Whelton, PT, DPT
Tampa, FL

IDAHO
Tracy Lynn Becerra, PT
Twin Falls, ID
Brad E. Sharples-Faucher, PT, 
DPT

Post Falls, ID

ILLINOIS
Gwyn L. Howard, PT
Paxton, IL
Mohamed Attia Abbas 
Ibrahim, PT, DSc, NCS, MS

Palos Hills, IL
Emily T. Trotter-Giertych, PT
Mokena, IL

KANSAS
Mr. Matthew Ryan Timm, PT, 
MPT, OCS

Overland Park, KS

KENTUCKY
Lucinda Taylor Castle, SPT
Lexington, KY

LOUISIANA
Jonas Pranza Rojo, PT
La Place, LA

MARYLAND
Derrick A. Martin, PT
Upper Marlboro, MD

MASSACHUSETTS
Mark Brian Greenberg, PT
Holliston, MA
Thomas E. Guzowski, PT,  
MPT, OCS

Westfield, MA

MICHIGAN
Timothy Scott Belill, PT
Bay City, MI
Kiruba Haran Sam, PT
Saginaw, MI
Joseph Siojo Tan, SPTA
Harbor Beach, MI

MINNESOTA
Jason Kent Banks, PT, MS, 
OCS

Marshall, MN

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Shana Lynn Adams, PT
Keene, NH

NEW JERSEY
William Anthony Bottino, PT
Pompton Plains, NJ
Keith J. Handler, PTA
Middlesex, NJ
Karin Ellen Peterson, PT
Basking Ridge, NJ

NEW YORK
Tarek Mohamed El-Gohary, 
PT, PhD

Brooklyn, NY
Simone E. Eudovic, PT
Bronx, NY
Michele Lynn Leasure, PT, 
OCS

North Salem, NY
Matthew Marucci, PT, MSPT, 
OCS, CSCS

Millwood, NY
Gina Del Rosario Palconet, PT
Middletown, NY
Kwan Park, PT
Sunnyside, NY
Steven Lee Smith, SPT
Yonkers, NY
Tod Lewis Snyder, PT
Wappingers Falls, NY
Brendan Michael Sullivan, PT
Latham, NY

OHIO
Michael Janesch, PT
Twinsburg, OH
Janine Laughlin, PT
Hudson, OH
Eran Shiloh, PT
Novelty, OH
Shaun C. Tubbs, PT
Morrow, OH

OKLAHOMA
Ralph Frederick Jerome, PT
Mannford, OK

OREGON
Carmen Larayne Anglin, PT
Stayton, OR
Clayton Adam Gibbons, PT
Eugene, OR
Jared Rickard Jones, PT
Forest Grove, OR

PENNSYLVANIA
Paul M. Erwin, PT
Hershey, PA

RHODE ISLAND
Paula Mazur Trump, PT, MS, 
OCS

East Greenwich, RI

SOUTH CAROLINA
David Eugene Bright, PT
Seneca, SC
Timothy Joe Crunk, PT, OCS
Greer, SC
Franklin Benjamin Johnson, 
MHS, PT, OCS

Chester, SC

UTAH
Jared Melvin Thalman, PT
Richfield, UT

VERMONT
Shaun Raymond O’Connor, PT
Vergennes, VT

VIRGINIA
Secili Hurley DeStefano, PT, 
OCS

Ashburn, VA
Rony Chakib Masri, PT, DPT, 
OCS, ATC

Christiansburg, VA

WEST VIRGINIA
Simon Rajaysh Hargus, SPT
Parkersburg, WV

WYOMING
Darrin Lee Goyn, PT
Green River, WY

Welcome New Members!
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dePaRTMenT JuMP, continued from page 54

 19 A2C Medical
866-354-8369 Email: sales@a2cmedical.com
Fax: 469-322-2663 www.a2cmedical.com

 45 AlterG Anti-Gravity Treadmill
510-270-5900 Email: info@alter-g.com 
Fax: 510-225-9399  www.alter-g.com

 35 Appropriate Utilization Group, LLC
404-728-1974  Email: splatt@augreviews.com
Fax: 404-728-1975 www.augreviews.com

 8 The ASTYM System 
800-333-0244  Email: info@astym.com
Fax: 765-751-2170 www.astym.com

 9 Biocorrect, LLC 
616-356-5030  Email: stacy.parent@biocorrect.com
Fax: 616-656-5442 www.biocorrect.com

 37 Biocorrect, LLC 
616-356-5030  Email: stacy.parent@biocorrect.com
Fax: 616-656-5442 www.biocorrect.com

 23 Biofreeze and Thera-Band (The Hygenic Corporation)
800-321-2135 www.thera-band.com

 20 Diane McCutcheon Business Management Consulting 
Services, Inc 
508-876-9241  Email: Diane@dmbmcsi.com
 www.dmbmcsi.com

 29 DSI Work Solutions
218-625-1051  Email: sisernhagen@dsiworksolutions.com
Fax: 218-625-1052 www.dsiworksolutions.com

 2 Eazy Application Systems
305-394-6197  Email: info@quickemr.com
Fax: 305-395-6093 www.quickemr.com

 27 Evidence in Motion
888-709-7096 Email: info@evidenceinmotion.com
Fax: 210-579-2637 www.evidenceinmotion.com

 43 E-rehab, LLC
760-929-9690  Email: info@e-rehab.com
Fax: 800-468-0432 www.e-rehab.com

 13 EZ Evidence
877-870-9958  Email: jsanzotti@ezevidence.net
Fax: 724-382-3002 www.ezevidence.net

 25 FitTEST Solutions
703.527.9557  Email: info@fittestsolutions.com
Fax: 703.526.0438 www.fittestsolutions.com

 21 Hands On Technology
866-562-8413  Email: sales@rehabsoftware.com
Fax: 630-455-1865 www.rehabsoftware.com

 27 HCS Consulting
949-280-3449 Email: cfelder@hcsconsulting.com
Fax: 949-612-0208 www.hcsconsulting.com

 39 InTouch (HealthLink Technologies)
888-298-4562  Email: sales@getintouch.us
Fax: 416-822-1427 www.getintouch.us

 47 Measurable Solutions, Inc 
800-491-2828  Email: mail@measurable-solutions.com
Fax: 727-443-1713 www.measurable-solutions.com 

 25 MW Therapy
800-627-1261  Email: sales@mwtherapy.com
Fax: 781-239-1110 www.mwtherapy.com

 6 Nucap Medical Inc 
416-490-4000  Email: info@nucapmedical.com
Fax: 416-490-4001 www.nucapmedical.com

 35 OPTP, Orthopedic Physical Therapy Products
800-367-7393  Email: customerservice@optp.com
Fax: 763-559-5230 www.optp.com 

 56 Parker Laboratories
800-631-8888 Email: parker@parkerlabs.com
Fax: 973-276-9510 www.parkerlabs.com

 33 Physiotec
866-530-8567  Email: info@physiotec.org
 www.physiotec.ca

 31 Physioview
773-409-4208  Email: angela@physioview.com
Fax: 773-665-9947 www.physioview.com

 5 Planetrehab
800-982-5447 x. 301  Email: info@planetrehab.com
Fax: 888-948-1554 www.planetrehab.com

 11 Polygel
866-628-7243 x. 29  Email: hal@polygel.com
Fax: 973-884-1331 www.polygel.com

 51 PT Billing Solution
888-475-0804  Email: support@ptbillingsolution.com
Fax: 609-228-4445 www.ptbillingsolution.com

 41 PTOS Software
800-824-4305 Email: leads@ptos.com
Fax: 217-342-4571 www.ptos.com

 55 ReDoc Software  
888-401-4400  Email: gstone@rehabdocumentation.com
Fax: 615-259-3602 www.rehabdocumentation.com

 34 Regis University
303-458-4344  Email: dpt@regis.edu
Fax: 303-964-5400 www.regis.edu/tdpt

 17 Simons & Associates Law, P A 
207-205-2045 Email: gwen@simonsassociateslaw.com
Fax: 207-885-9394 www.simonsassociateslaw.com

 33 Systems4PT
814-494-0385 Email: info@systems4PT.com
Fax: 814-623-1693 www.Systems4PT.com

 31 WebPT com
866-221-1870  Email: info@WebPT.com
Fax: 866-225-0057 www.WebPT.com
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Over 10,000 therapists choose ReDoc.
• The most trusted solution for physical, occupational 

& speech therapy documentation

• Proven performance & user-friendly software

• Designed for single or multiple locations

• Outstanding technical support

• Interfaces with Eclipse & most other practice 
management software

• Backed by the #1 company in therapy documentation

CALL NOW! 1-888-401-4400 ext. 1111
for your FREE Online Demo.

www.RehabDocumentation.com
© 2009 The Rehab Documentation Company.

FREE Online Demo
1-888-401-4400 ext.1111 ReDoc is flexible enough to work

for one clinic or multiple clinics

with seamless continuity of care

We selected ReDoc due to its 

high level of compliance with

Medicare. I can easily track 

staff productivity and run various

reports to ensure that our clinics

are performing optimally.

Dr. Amir Kazemi, PT, DPT, OCS, CSCS
Apex Physical Rehabilitation and Wellness

…I recommend  
ReDoc without  
hesitation…
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• Hospital grade plug and power cord
• Three-bottle unit has a three-position, adjustable thermostat and illuminated power switch
• Designed around practitioner needs and competitively priced
• Approved for continuous, reliable use, either wall-mounted or counter standing
• Single and three bottle units available in 120V and 230V CE

Introducing the new Thermasonic® Gel Warmer

Log on to www.parkerlabs.com/thermasonic.html for 
more information and an interactive product demonstration. 

Our newly designed three-bottle Gel Warmer surrounds
your gel in warmth, providing ultra-comfort for 
ultrasound patients.

And, for the first time, Parker now offers a single-
bottle gel warmer for ultra-flexibility.

Newly designed single-bottle, and redesigned three-bottle gel warmers provide the ultimate comfort in ultrasound

Exclusively from Parker

Warming Up Ultrasound

Warm and 
Comfortable

ISO 13485:2003


